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Maine Lobstermen In Session In City

Operating From

Five Mass. Corps
Entered In N. E.

Rockland Dock
whose

Camden

Ellen Fitts Thomaston’s Sea Princess

It was announced Thursday that
five drum and bugle corps color

plant

was put out of operation on Mon

day by the collapse of a section
of dock, have been transferred to
the old Air Lines building on the
Rockland waterfront, according to
Morris Helioff, president of the
company. Mr. Helioff reported that
the change of base of operations
made without missing a shipment
or having to refuse an order.
The section of wharf which col
lapsed early Monday morning
housed the tanks and much ma
chinery of the Regal plant result
ing in the loss of about 18,000
pounds of lobsters. Many of the
lobsters were dumped Into the
wateis of Camden Harbor by the
collaspe while many others died
as a result of the destruction of
pumping equipment and piping in
the plant.
Mr. Helioff reported that sal
vage of equipment has been going
on during the week and will con
tinue. He, at the same time,
praised the work of the company
crew and extended his thanks to
the many persons who have ex
pended assistance in the disaster.
It w’as reported from another
source on Friday that a study was
being made of the feasibility of
clearing out the damaged section
of the w’harf and strengthening the
large section which remains in
tact. Practically all of the open
section of the long dock as well
as the buildings on the western
side of the dock were not dam
aged in the collapse.

Local CAP Cadets

. To Attend School

Warren Fernald of Islesford, at the left, is shown being welcomed to the first annual convention of
the Maine Lohstermen's Association in Kockland on Friday afternoon by President Leslie Dyer of Vinal
haven. The eonvention. which opened yesterday afternoon, will continue through today. Included in the
list of principal speakers were Rep. Charles Nelson and Sea and Shore Fisheries Commissioner Stanley
Tupper. Governor Edmond Muskie, who was originally scheduled to appear, was not present, having can
celled all his speaking engagements because of die death of Prof. Paul Fullam. Members of the group
pictured above are Fernald; Kenneth Johnson of Salisbury Cov, Clurence Lunt of ( ushing, treasurer of
the Association; President Dyer; A. Alan Grossman of Rockland, attorney for the Association and Farrell
l.enfesty of Reals, vice president of the group.
Photo by McKeon

SENATOR SMITH INVITES PEOPLE

Senator Margaret Chase Smith
has extended a special statewide
invitation to the people of Maine
to come to Skowhegan on Monday,
June 27 to greet President Eisen
hower. Pointing out that Presi
dent Eisenhower will make his only
major address in Maine at Skow
hegan’s Fair Grounds at 4.15 that
afternoon. Senator Smith said:

“I want to welcome all the good
people of Maine to Skowhegan to
Seven local youths were named see and hear the President of the
Wednesday to attend the cadet United States and to be a partici
training session of the Civil Air pant in one of the historic events
Patrol at the Limestone Air Force of Maine. This is the first time
Base later in the summer. Cadet | that a President of the United
Commander Henry Martin stated States has ever made an address
that the seven took their qualifying in Maine and I hope the good peo
ple of Maine will turn out a large
examinations on Monday.
Members of the local cadet and enthusiastic crowd at that time
squadron named to attend the to give him the greeting that I
training session were: George know we all want him to have.
Graves. Jr.. Fred Favrcau and
“The event will be strictly non
Carroll Fairweather of Rockland: political. It is a community affair
Richard Edwards of Owls Head run by the citizens of Skowhegan.
and William Gay, James Sanborn There will be full facilities for
Special parking and
and Franeis Minott of Thomaston. everyone.
The seven will be picked up at traffic plans have been worked out
the Rockland Municipal Airport for the convenience of everyone
on August 13 by a U. S. Air Force
^plane and taken to the Limestone
base for the 10 days training pro Out of Prison
gram .
Into Jail For Two
This is the first year that Rock
land area students have had the
Two men who were released
opportunity to attend the school from the Maine State Prison in
since the local cadet unit was
Thomaston on Friday morning
formed w’ithin the last year. Ca
dets will have an opportunity to were brought to the Knox County

return to the school for more ad Jail immediately by Sheriff’s De
vanced work during succeeding partment and Rockland Police of
summers.
ficials where they will be held for
court action on other charges
against, them.
Sheriff P. Willard Pease, report
PUBLIC SUPPER
ed that one of the men, Richard
So. Thomaston Grange Hall Wellington of Portland, was in
dicted by a Knox County Superior
SATURDAY, JUNE 25
Court Grand Jury for the break
5 to 7 P. M.
ing. entering and larceny of sev
eral guns at Smith’s Texaco Sta
Raked Beans, ( a*«erole*,
tion on Sept. 8. 1954. Wellington
Salads, Pie and Cake
was released from the State Pri
Benefit
son on Friday after completing his
School Improvement Izeajpie
sentence on a charge or larceny of
ADULTS 75c
CHILDREN 4Oc
an automobile.
7546
The second man. Ives A. Dardare, is being held on a Govern
or’s warrant for authorities from
the State of Iowa who want the
FREE!
FREE! man for a parole violation.
Wellington was freed under $500
PYROFAX GAS
bond for his appearance at the No

LEADS AGAIN
- MOW FREE GAS INSTALLATION

SERVICE.

No Deposit on

Mary Grispi Top
Of Girls' State

OF MAINE TO SKOWHEGAN FOR
VISIT OF PRESIDENT EISENHOWER

At Limestone

planning to drive
for the event.”

to Skowhegan

Senator Smith said that Presi
dent Eisenhower and his party will
drive from Lake Parmachenee
Monday afternoon, arriving in
Skowhegan around 4 o’clock, and
will proceed directly to the Skow
hegan Fair Grounds where the
President will be officially wel
comed to the State by Governor
Muskie and presented to the gath
ering by Senator Smith. Following
the address, the President and his
party will go to the home of Sen
ator Smith where they will be en
tertained at an early supper fea
turing a typical Maine clam bake
with lobsters and clams and steak
cooked on open charcoal fires.
At 7 o’clock the President and
his party, accompanied by Sen
ators Smith and Payne, Governor
Muskie and the Maine Congress
men, will depart for Bangor, driv
ing through several towns on the
way. At Bangor, the President
will be presented some gifts and
will speak briefly before his plane
departs for Washington.
vember term of Knox County Su
perior Court. Ives will be held
until authorities arrive from Iowa
to take him back to that State to
face the charges against him.

Minor Accidents
Hospitalize Five

Four children were included in
the list of five accident cases which
were treated at the Knox Hospital
Thursday. All of those treated
were released following treatment.
Charles 'Risteen, 62, of West
Meadow Road, Rockland, was
treated for a compound fracture of
the left index finger. Risteen was
injured at the Thomaston plant of
the Dragon Cement Company when
a piece of machinery fell on his
hand. He was treated by Dr. Ed
ward K. Morse.
Eight year old Brian Dalton, son
of Mr. and Mrs. James Dalton of
14 Mechanic street, received scalp
lacerations when he was hit on the
head by a pair of pliers while play
ing near his home. The lad was
treated by Dr. Edward K. Morse
and released to his home.
Scalp lacerations w’ere suffered
by seven year old Karl Tx>w w'hen
he fell from his bicycle Thursday
UNIVERSALIST (HURTH
evening. The boy, who is the son
(by Court House, Rocklandi
of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Low of
Sunday Morning Worship at 10.30 33 Glen street, was treated at the
hospital by Dr. Wesley Wasgatt
Masonic Service at 4 P. M.
A CORDIAL WKU'OMK ALWAYS and released to his home.
Eighteen month old Ralph Jones,

DamiiImAihm CmommomAmO
neguiaiing

Honor Roll Names

Local Students

was treated by Dr. Barbara Full
er.
George McKenney, 6, was treat
ed Thursday evening for a lacer
ation of the left leg which he re
ceived from a scythe while cut
ting grass. The lad is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald McKenney
of Bantam, Conn.
Poultry is Maine’s No. 1 agricul
tural business in cash receipts.
They amounted to $59, 703,000 in
IBM.
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playground work. She will be as
signed to the South School.
Miss Rogers, a 1950 graduate of
Fisher Junior College, will direct
the McLain school playground pro
gram. Miss Stone, a University of
Maine senior, this fall, will attend
to the North School program.
Miss Lindquist, who has served
as substitute supervisor in pre
vious years, will be assigned to the
Tyler playground. She is a Sim
mons College senior.
They will begin their duties on
Wednesday. June 29, with registra
tions of the children.
Playground hours are set for a
five day week. 9 to 11.30 a. in..
and 1 to 4.30 p. m. Hie program
will include games, story hours,
arts and crafts and other creative
activities. Afternoon swimming
at Chickawaukie Lake under a new
supervised program being set up
this summer by Erioson is also
planned.
•

LAKES AND PONDS FOR 20 MILES
AROUND TO BE FISHED SUNDAY

IN MEGUNTICOOK CLUB DERBY
Salmon, trout, brown trout, pick without
erel. white perch and bass will be house.

reporting

at

Starts WEDNESDAY

Fishing

and

Game

Association.

club

Fishing will be allowed within a
20-mile radius of Camden, which

Maine is second only to Ver

mont in New England in the pro
duction of cottage. The Pine Tree

State produced 4.975,000 pounds of
includes Chicawaukie, Seven Tree.
cottage cheese in 1953.
Crawford,
Georges,
Sheepscot.
Sennebec. Quantibarook, Megunticook and Alford's lakes.
Division prizes will be given
with only one prize per person.
Holders of registration tickets are
STARTS TOMORROW!
eligible for three entry awards.
Fish must be entered at the club
The Never-To-Be-Forgotten Man
house at Meguntieook Lake at 6
Who Thrilled Millions. So In
p. m Registration tickets must be
spiring You'll Hold Your Breath 1
bought. Fishing may commence

Miss Roy's mother, invalided by
a chronic illness for the past four
years, will be able to hear the
entire proceedings of the program
through the courtesy of WRKD,
Rockland
raidio station.
Ray
Gross, announcer from the station
tape recorded the interviews.
Judges for the event were, Ruth
Hoch, Rockland dress shop man
ager;
Marian
Lane,
WRKD
women's radio commentor; Ken
nedy Crane, Jr., Rockland busi
ness man and Edward McKeon,
Courier-Gazette photographer.
The joint sponsors for the three
girls who will continue to sponsor
Miss Fitts in the "Sea Goddess’*
contest are Brackett's Drug 9tore,
McDonald’s Drug Store, Wood
cock's IGA Market and Vinal's
Dairy, all of Thomaston.

C-D On the Ball

In Storm Threat
The thunder storms Wednesday
night with the threat ot severe
and possible tornadoes brought an
alert order from the State Civil
Defense director, Colonel Mapes,
of all Knox County Civilian De
fense volunteers.
The elert was called at 7.10 p. m.
and ended at 9.50 p. m. The coun
ty headquarters at the Knox Coun
ty Court house was manned by
volunteers during the alert.

TOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again,
I would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to soma
music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loss of
happiness—Charles Darwin.
THE BANKS O' DOON
Ye banks and braes o’ bonnie
Doon,
How can ye blume sae fair!
How can ye chant, ye little birds,
And I sae fu' o'care!
Thou'll break my heart, thou
bonnie bird
That sings upon the bough
Thou minds me o' the happy days
When my fause Luve was true.
Thou'll break my heart, thou
bonnie bird
That sings beside thy mate;
For sae I sat. and sae I sang.
And wist na o’ my fate.
Aft hae 1 roved by bbonnie Doon
To see the woodbine twine.
And ilka bird sang o’ its love;
And sac did I o’ mine.
Wi' lightsome heart I pu’d a rose,
Frae aff its thorny tree;
And my fause luver staw the rose.
But left the thorn wi’ me.
Robert Burns.
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Thomaston’s candidate for the ence. All three girls are June
annual Maine Sea Foods Festival's graduates of Thomaston High
School.
"Sea Goddess” was chosen WedThe new "Sea Princess”, wear
nesady night on Rockland's Strand
ing a blue, strapless gown, told
Theater stage, edging out two of Master of Ceremonies Dr. E. R.
her recent Thomaston High class Moss that she plans to attend
mates. She is Ellen Fitts, daugh Husson Business College in Ban
ter of Thomaston’s Town Manager gor in the fall to study for a fu
ture secretarial position. She is
Leon E. Fitts of 10 Elm Street.
five feet, six inches tall and weighs
The pretty, brown-haired, 18- 125 pounds.
year-old stepped into the limelight
Miss Ifemey is the daughter of
as Thomaston's "Sea Princess" as Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ifemey of 16
the result of a unanimous decision Meadow Road, Thomaston.
She
by the four judges. The selection, plans to enter Gorham State
however, proved not an easy task. Teachers College.
Miss Roy is
Miss Fitt's school-pal competitors, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
red-haired,
green-eyed
Jane Fernand Roy of Brookline Heights,
Ifemey, 17. and blonde-tressed Thomaston. She intends to study
Elaine Roy, 18, provided a close stenography at the Rockland
contest for the lucky theater audi School of Commerce.

- mMt

:

Musir hy

Shown above after receiving a bouquet of flowers from (he master of ceremonies is Thomaston’s
new “Sea Princess” Ellen Fitts. Flanking her are her two competitors, Jane Ifemy on the left and Elaine
Roy on the right. Ellen, who said she would be “very surprised" if she won the "Princess” title, says her
favorite dish is the lobster roll.
McKeon

The honor roll for the second
semester at Husson College in
Bangor as announced Wednesday
by President Chesley Husson con
tains the names of several Knox
and Waldo county students. One
of the students, Frederick Davis
of Camden, was included in the
list of seven students who re
ceived grades of straight A’s dur
LOCAL RADIO HAMS TO TAKE
ing the semester.
Other students from the area to PART IN NATION-WIDE RADIO
be on the list w’ere James Calla
han of Camden, Janice Moody of RELAY LEAGUE TEST SUNDAY
Miss Mary Grispi
Union. Isadora Quimby of Dark
The Knox Radio Club, a group the individual stations and points
Miss Mary Grispi. daughter of Harbor. Mary Jane Robertson of
granted according to their opera
Mr. and Mrs. Mario Grispi of Belfast and Audrey Grass of Free of ham radio operators, will parti
cipate in the annual weekend field ting capacity. These points will
Park Street, Rockland, was among dom.
be multiplied against their total
the award winners named at the
trip to be held at Weeks Mills.
contacts.
closing ceremonies of Dirigo Girls
This annual get-together of Knox
Staff
of
Four
Rockland participants are Wal
State at Colby College Wednesday
County ham radio operators and lace Spaulding, 175 Rankin Street;
evening. Miss Grispi was named Assigned To
other participants from all over Herbert Staples, 28 Otis Street;
as outstanding athlete.
the state will include 15 men from Fred O Ripley, 81 Broadway;
The award winner will be a sen City Playgrounds
the immediate Rockland area. The Charles Beals. 78 Cedar Street;
ior at Rockland High School this
meeting at Weeks Mills is part of Elmo Crozier. 16 Hill Street; Gor
Four
supervisors
for
the
city
’
s
year. She has been active in both
a nation-wide weekend program don Anderson. 49 Talbot Avenue;
athletics arid club activity during summer playground program were
named Wednesday by Rockland's sponsored by the American Radio Austin Sherman, 39 Grove Street;
her three years in high school and
The purpose of Alfred Teel. 613 Main Street.
new recreation director, Edward Relay League.
was one of the Rockland High
this tirp will be to set up opera
Kenneth I. Orcutt, 68 Cedar
School students recently initia.ted Ericson.
They are Nancy Leach, 22. of tions under emergency power con Street; Kenneth Orne, 10 Laurel
into the National Honor Society.
233 Broadway. Gayle Rogers, 24, ditions. The operations will con Street; Floyd Reams. 6 Donahue
of 13 Claremont street. Janet Stone sist of making contact with ham Place; Neal Fogg. 20 Elm Street;
Jr., of Union was treated for a. se
21. of 176 Broadway and Marsha radio stations throughout the coun Conrad Ames, 659 Old County
vere tongue laceration which he Lindquist, 20, of 12 Lincoln street. try.
Road; James Aylward, 13 Claren
A point system will determine don Street; Edward Noyes of
received when he fell from a chair
Miss Leach, a June graduate of
in his home Thursday. The child, the University of Maine, has had each station’s results. Logs of the Lake Avenue and John Mitchell
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Jones, four years experience in local contact operations will be kept by of South Thomaston.

DANCE

KNOX COUNTY FISH AND GAME ASSOCIATION

guards and two quartets have al
ready entered the Northern New
England Championships w’hich are
to be held in Rockland on July 17.
The competition, which is being
held in this area for the first time,
is being sponsored by the Port O’
Rockland Junior Drum and Bugle
Corps.
Color guards which have now
been entered are from the follow
ing Massachusetts corps: St. An
thony’s of Allston, Most Precious
Blood Crusaders of Hyde Park,
the Beverly Cardinals of Beverly,
the Daurice Vigilantes of Hyde
Park and the Daurice Rangers
also of Hyde Park.
Quartets have been entered in
the bugle and in the dTum competi
tions from both the Beverly Car
dinals and the Most Precious Blood
Crusaders.
Individual
competi
tions are also to be included, in the
championships.
The Daurice Rangers are report
ed to be an unusual group being an
all girl unit ranging from seven
to 10 years of age.
In addition to the competitive
events, the Beverly Cardinals,
numbering 60, will stage a special
exhibition. According to the an
nouncement. from Rockland Corps
Director Ralph Clark the contest
will be held at the Community
Park near the North School.

Husson College
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Junior Legion Squad Takes Opener 9-0

The Sports Corner
By Jerry Audet

The Knox Twilight League, com
posed of four of the six teams
which had been entered in the
Knox-Lincoln Twilight League, is
dotted with lineups having poten
tial plus in Maine's semi-pro
ranks.
At the beginning of the season
we liked the Waldoboro Townies
as our choice for the No. 1 team
in the twi loop but now shift our
prediction to Thomaston, winners of
the regular league play last sumroer who chose to drop out of the
league playoffs.
Addition to the
roster of such players as Bob
Tweedii, John Dana, and Pete
Lynch with the coming of sum
mer is the cause of our turn
about.
The Little Leaguers of Rockland
are playing a brand of baseball
which is well worth watching, and
word has it, not having the chance
to witness actual play, that the
Knox Suburban Little League is
continuing Rs class showmanship
style of ball. If you are a baseball
fan and have never seen these

The Rockland Gazette was established in 184(1 In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855,
and In 1881 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1887.
Subscriptions |5. per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 5c. Circulation 6410.
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EDITORIAL

A RICH MEMORY OF HIGH COURAGE
In the passing of Jackie Hupper of St. George a life
of truly extraordinary character reached its early end.
Major catastrophe came to him while still on the path
way of boyhood and in the intervening four years since
accidental injury took its toll, his life has come to hold a
place of major influence in this county.
It has drawn the people of the area closer together in
a bond of affection for this dreadfully stricken boy who
never during the long course of his suffering was heard to
bemoan his fate or to sink into the despond which many
would have done.
He was ever cheerful no matter how great his suffer
ing. and at no time did he give up his sublime faith that he
would some sweet day be made whole again.
This greater community is infinitely better for having
had Jackie Hupper a part of it. He leaves us all a rich
memory of high courage and deep faith. Young and old.
we have received a legacy of inspiration toward a finer life
from this stricken but ever smiling boy.

I
j
!
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Photo by Kelley

Beryl Leach, coach of the Knox County Junior American Legion hall club and his starting battery
I of Dick Trask and Lowell Jones are shown as they held a final skull session before the opening game
j Thursday evening at Camden. The club, which is the first Junior Legion team in the Knox County area,
opened its season with a 9-0 victory over the Bath Jonior Legion nine.

into two divisions and have a play- this judgment will have much to
off at the end of the schedule. As it ' ,jo
j,confidence—an all imworked out, competing teams will 1 portant factor,
play just as much baseball as bewhat we are trying t0 say
fore with Camden, Rockport, and | that a pjtcher will not think as
Rockland all natural rivals going highly of Jackie Jensen, Sammy
at It in one division and Waldo- White,
Grady
Hatton,
Norm
boro, Wiscasset, and Boothbay in Zauchin and Company without Ted
the other.
Williams in the lineup as he will
Last, but far from least, is a wjy, Williams present in the startstep in the right direction which ing rostPr.
had been done away with in the
A Williamsles3 Red Sox is deflpast few years, and that is the ' njteiy a second division ball club,
formation of a Junior Legion team but with -Thumpirtg Theodore” the
by the Camden American Legion gean Towners will wind up in the
to represent Knox County. A fine flrst division and will be a threat
baseball man was placed in charge aj a very cioae American League
with the announcement that Beryl pennant race a!ong with New york.
Leach, Camden High basketball Cleveland, and Chicago,
mentor, would manage the club
williams is not only one of
this summer.
baseball’s greatest hitters but also
This Knox outfit will compete' has the playing of the left field
on the state level and will play wall in Fenway Park down to a
their home games on the splendid science.
Camden diamond. Already games
Anti-Williams fans are always
have been lined up with Gardiner quick to point out when Ted does
and Bath.
not come through in the clutch but
Weekend Baseball For K-L Fans will overlook the “Splendid Splinter” when he does make the game
Staying on the topic of baseball,
winning hit, accepting it as matthe only game scheduled for Sun
ter-of-faot.
day in the Knox Twilight League
There will be times this season
has the St. George Torpedoes tra
when Williams fades in the clutch,
veling to Waldoboro for a contest but remember, though he is great;
with the Townies.
It looks like
he is only human. No man is perWaldoboro's Sunday pitcher Hank
fect.
Ives will oppose Gerry Hupper of
In closing this tribute we would
the Torpedoes mound staff. The like to point out the high regard
league standing is getting knotted
up more and more with each pass by which he is held. Proof lies in
ing game. Hardly more than a the fact that no other man in base
game separates the first place ball history has received as many
team from the last place team. intentional passes, not even the
“Great Bambino” Babe Ruth.
The Thomaston Clippers, idle
Truly we have have here one of
from league action Sunday, wiil
engage Boothbay Harbor tomor the greatest hitters of all time.
The preceding words were writ
row afternoon at Thomaston in a
ten
by an ardent New York Yan
2.30 go. Boothbay is a member of
the newly formed Sagadahoc kee rooter, if that will help to
weigh the issue any.
League.

The final member of the Knox
In Closing
Twilight League. the Rockland
For two years it was simply a
Rockets, will take on the Knox question of sitting down and typing
Junior Legion in a practice game ■ whatever I wanted for copy, and
at Camden Sunday- afternoon.
, the words would flow endlessly.
Little Leagues become active The biggest problem was trying
on Monday with the Thomaston (0 say what was needed in as few
Little Clippers journeying to Cam- words as possible.
den for a Knox Suburban set to
Now those words have gone and
with the Knoxers, and the Rock- bidden somewhere, and a writer
land Little League finds the 1OOF I without words is lost.
furnishing opposition for the league i it would be nice to be able to use
leading Lions.
The undefeated superlative adjectives in describLions' invincibility was challenged jng my three years in Rockland.
Wednesday by the Rotary- who i but when these parts of speech
played them to a 9-9 tie before cannot even start to do the job.
darkness called an end to opera you’re lost again.
tions.
Three years ago I came to Rock
Tribute To One Of The Greatest land. had my first contact with
the coast, and found a second
When an opposing pitcher takes
home, a home away from home.
the mound, the frame of mind in
In my too short stay here I have
which this twirler places himself
tried to place myself in the posi
has much to do with his pitching
tion of your servant; your ser
ability on that specific day.
vant in the education of your boys
In studying the lineup which he
and girls, your servant in assist
must face, one man can make a
ing in the supervision of the rec
world of difference in how he
reation program of our fair citv
judges the rest of the hitters, and
and your servant in the dealing
out of sports information to you,
j through The Courier-Gazette.
If success was had in meeting
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PRINT SHOP
FOR SALE
WHOLE OR PART
KNAPP j&4o&*/SH0ES
AM MEN AND WOMEN
with vekety-soft, eir-cushioned in-

rtersoles sod buoyant support to the
arches ... For substantial savings and
Expert Factory Fitting Service, consult
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WM. A. UllU
Camden. Me.
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Three Times • Week
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little shavers in action, drop
around, and you'll get the surprise
Dick Trask and Bob Thompson Thompson in the fifth was the hit of the contest was a three bagof your life. Little Leaguers are combined their pitching talents to lone hit given up to the Bath ger by Dave Pound of the winners.
000 000 0-0 1 5
competitors all the way.
hurl the Knox Junior Legion nine squad.
I Bath
Jim Murray paced the Knoxers Knox
001 440 x—9 10 3
With the addition to the Linnox ! to a 9-0 win over Smith-Tobey
Wright. Bishop (41 and Clark;
Pony League of a new entrant. Post of Bath at Camden Thursday at the plate with two singles in
Boothbay Harbor, is was found night. Jim Clark's single off | three trips. The only extra base Trask, Thompson <4> and Jones.
more feasible to divide the league________________________________________________________________________________________________________

You can walk in style and Comfort in

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
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There should be plenty of base
ball in store for fans of the KnoxLincoln area this summer, and the
good part of it all is that baseball j
action has improved tremendous- ;
ly over the past two seasons.
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Complete printing estahiixhment, could atari operating to
morrow. Partial list: Kelly B
Preax, 2 Golding Prenae.**, Bos
ton atiteher, cheek perforator, S
makeup atonea. braaa galleys,
25!, inch paper rotter, 8 oak
cabinets with 225 raaes assort
ed type. All office equipment
needed. Make offer. Contart
Willis Lufkin, 34 Crescent At.,
Rockland, Me., Tel. III35-H.
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some of your needs in my small |
way, then, "Thanks”. Thanks for Camden Takes
granting to me the opportunity to
One Pointer From
help.
Now comes the time when I Rocklanders
must leave Rockland, but this is
Camden defeated Rockland 2-1
not good bye, just so long, for
in a Linnox Pony League contest
now.
The hard part will come when we at Camden Wednesday evening.
return to Rockland as a visitor. The game was called because of
Being considered a visitor is going darkness and fog after four inn
to bring a few hard swallows. You ings of play. The win marked the
see, we’ve loved every minute of second in a fow for Camden.
Roy Bennett of Camden and
being a part, though it be small,
of the way of life here on the Don Demmons of Rockland hooked
up in a tight pitcher’s duel. Ben
grand coast of Maine.
nett gave up one hit. struck out
nine and walked four. Demmons
Rockland Pony
whiffed 10 and gave up the same
number of free passes as did Ben
Leaguers Take
nett. four.
Roy Burchell opened the scoring
Rockport 13-8
for Camden in the second when
Rockland evened up its record in he blasted out a round tripper.
Rockland came right back in
the Linnox Pony League by taking
Rockport 13-8 in a slugger s duel the top of the third to tie -the con
P^yed at Rockland Thursday eve- test on Sammy Glover’s triple and
nin&- The loss was the second in a Ronnie Hill’s sacrifice fly.
Burchell also scored what turned
row ^or Rockport,
Two big five run innings brought out to be the winning run in the
the decision into the Rockland fourth inning without benefit of a
camp. Two of the five scored in hit. After walking, Roy stole sec^ie
inning crossed the plat? ond and third and finally scored
on Ernest Watling’s home run.
j on an error.
Rockport
210 002 3
8 6 4 Rockland
001 0—1 1 1
Rockland
521 005 x—13 9 3 Camden
010 1—2 3 0
Hooper and Turner; Rubenstein j Demmons and Alex;
Bennett
an^ Glover.
I and Milliken.

SEARS NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING

BUDGET REFLECTS RESULTS
OBTAINED FROM NATION'S PRESS
Marking the ninth consecutive
year of record expenditure, Scars.
Roebuck and Co., in 1954 invested
$36,831,400 in newspaper advertis
ing space, it was announced today
by J. J. Dalton, Sears local man
ager.
This total topped 1953’s previous
high of $36,340,500 by 1.3 per cent.
Sears
1954 expenditure
was
spread among 1.002 daily and
weekly newspapers located in ev
ery state.
While 1954*5 dollar expenditure
reached a new high, the newspa
per linage purchased during last
year amounted to $248,855,800, a
1.1 per cent decline from 1953’s
all-time high of $251,646,500. This
decrease reflects rate Kikes made I
by some newspapers, during ’54

it was explained.
Mr. Dalton stated that the news
paper dollar expenditure in 1954
represented 80.4 per cent of Sears
total retail media budget. The to
tal retail budget of $45,839,500 was
a record high and exceeded the
1953 figure by 2.6 per cent.
Other media which shared in a
$9,008,100 expenditure last year
were local radio and television,
circulars and miscellaneous media
such as billboards and fashion
shows.
Sears 1954 retail and mail order
sales amounted to $2,965,408,814,
the second best year in the com
pany’s history. During the year,
the company added five new retail stores to bring total operating
in this country to 699.

MATINICUS

Lyford Ames and children. Nan
cy and Dennis of Bucksport are
visiting his son, Edwin and fam
ily.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Baird are at
their cottage for a short time.
Miss Rachel Mitchell of Searsmont are visiting Phyllis, Cora
and Kathleen Young.

L. L. Young is in Lewiston with
his daughter. Mrs. Ruth Stinchfield.
Mrs. Merrill Young and three
girls of Camden have arrived at
their summer home here.
Celia Philbrook of Westbrook is
with her parents for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. John York and
children of Spruce Head were
weekend visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Dorian Ames,
Hilda Ames was a recent visitor
in Waterville.
i
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Wallace have
returned home after several weeks
on the mainland.
Lavon Ames, Jr., has moved his
family from Vinalhaven to his
home here for the summer.

MILLER'S

GARAGE
The Best Place Te
Buy a
GOOD USED CAB

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Buker and
children, of Virginia, were Tues
day callers of his sister, Mrs.
Everett Philbrook.
Mrs. Kendall Young of Vinalhaven has been visiting her parcntSt Mr. and Mrs. N. J. Thomp-

SPRUCE HEAD

The Spruce Head Youth Fellow
ship met for their meeting of the
J season Sunday at Union Chapel
here and elected Gilbert Post,
president; Richard Waldron, vice'
president; Eleanor Wall, secretary
and
Richard
Post, treasurer.
Meetings will be held every Sunl day at $ o'clock. Regular church
services at 7.15 conducted by Rev.
Maurice Dunbar.

2.V51 Rankin Street

34-7

Keep Maine Green!

A LITTLE TEAMWORK IS HARD TO BEAT
Under a pleasant custom not generally known, the City
of Dover, England, holds a sweet pea festival each spring,
and the numerous cities and towns bearing the same name
in this country send greetings in the form of bouquets of
sweet peas.
The custom has grown steadily and brought about many
pleasant repercussions, but this spring the citizens of Dover,
Maine, found themselves in trouble. The date of the festi
val neared, and due to cold weather, not a sweet pea was
even budded in town, let alone in bloom. What to do?
A Doverite chanced to think of a florist friend in Rock
land, Walter Morse, and phoned him of their quandary. Re
sult, the Dover, England, sweet pea festival this year held
a handsome bouquet of the lovely blooms, contributed by
Dover, Maine, but raised right here in Rockland.
A little teamwork is hard to beat.

THAT TORNADO OF PHONE CALLS
Wednesday night’s “Tornado” fizzled out and became
only a series of severe thunder storms entirely minus the
high winds that are so greatly to be feared. Actually the
weather services did not predict a tornado but rather th?
“possibility of a tornado.” That sufficed to produce a near
panic on the part of many persons in whose minds recol
lections of Hurricanes “Carol” and “Edna” were still
strong.
From it emerges one all-important fact- -Maine’s Civil
Defense acted promptly and without hesitation. Warnings
were sent without delay to all areas, especially those close
to the projected path of the storm. C. D. Director Harry
Mapes was in active charge and warned all southern Maine
residents to remain off the highways and “button up” until
the danger was past.
Director Mapes and the entire Civil Defense outfit
gained stature immeasurably by the intelligent and vig
orous action they took in the face of a very real peril. It
was not a mock alert, it was the real McCoy as far as
anybody knew, and the Civil Defense organization was
ready.
That is the crux of it all. It doesn’t matter that the tor
nado fizzled out. What does matter is that in the face of
possible deadly peril Civil Defense accepted its responsibili
ties and functioned perfectly.
Today Col. Mapes and his whole C. D. organization
stand much higher in public respect than ever before.

CLIPPERS' SEVEN RUN THIRD

SPELLED DOOM FOR TOWNIES
The Thomaston Clippers came
from behind in the third inning
of their game with Waldoboro
Thursday’ evening at Thomaston,
exploded for seven runs, and went
on to a 9-3 victory.
Fran Leary spaced eight hits
over the. full nine inning route
lor the verdict. The final seven
innnigs saw Leary applying the
shutout to Waldoboro on two hits.
The Clippers found themselves
trailing 3-1 going into their half
of the third when they combined

lour singles, a double, and four
bases on balls for seven runs.
All runs were charged to start
ing Townie pitcher Hank lives.
Pete Lynch led the Clipper at
tack with a double and two singles.
Longest blow of the game was
credited to A1 Barlow who belted
one out of the park in the first inn
ing for Thomaston.
Waldoboro
210 000 000-3 8 1
Thomaston
107 001 OOx—9 13 3
lives, G. Burnham (3) and F.^
Burnham; Leary and Hodgkins.

PLUMMER MEMORIAL BLEACHERS
DEDICATED AT UNiON HIGH

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION MEETING
The sixth annual banquet and Calderwood. Dorothy Mank Christalumni meeting of Union High offerson. Frank Burgess, Sandra
School was attended by nearly 165, Richards Hall and Neal Peabody.
Saturday, which was held at the | Clean Up;
William Rochon,
Thompson Memorial.
Dwight Howard. Bliss Fuller, Jr..
Arlie Burns, caterer, served the Carleton Taylor.
banquet, and at the business meet
Nominating; Christine Williams
ing which followed conducted by Savage. Warren Reynolds and
President Walter Rich, the class Alida Lucas Fossett.
es of 1929, 1935 and 1941 had the
The group adjourned to the gym
largest representation with five and a section of the bleachers domembers attending.
nated by the Alumni Association
Mrs. Grace Burns Williams. in memory of Dr. H. H. Plummer
1900; Mrs. Lulie Burkett Gordon. was dedicated.
1902;
and Mrs. Annie
Butler
County Attorney Curtis M. PayRhodes, 1903, were presented cor son delivered the address and
sages as the oldest classes repre said in part, the donation of the
sented. Mrs. Norma Fossett Mem bleachers in memory of Dr. Plum
phis from Baltimore. Md., was mer was “only a small tribute to
presented a corsage for coming a man who did so much lor tnis
the longest
distance. Howard community and who was loved by
Hawes, celebrate® his birthday’ and many.”
Mr. and Mrs. George Fossett, cel Dr. Plummer had practiced med
ebrating their wedding anniver icine in Union for 39 years, and
sary, were presented flowers.
died in 1938. Present for the dedi
The following officers were elec cation were three of the late Dr.
ted: Mrs. Mildred Merrifield Wal Plummer’s seven children, Dr. H.
ter, Waldoboro, president; Elmer E. Plummer of Newcastle, N. H.;
Goff. Union, vice president; Mrs. Osmond Plummer of Portland; and f
Beatrice Rich Howard, Union, trea Paul Plummer of Augusta.
surer; Mis. Raye Robbins Calder
A program under the direction
wood, Thomaston, secretary; Mrs. of Kenneth Boardman and dancing
Ida Morse Bessey, Union, as hon by Havener’s Orchestra comple
orary president.
ted the evening.
Mrs. Walters named the follow
The Maine farmer gets only
ing committees; executive, Carl
Cunningham, Ida Hughes and Is about 35'.; of the consumer’s dol
lar spent for white potatoes,
abel Abbott.
Entertainment: Florence Light estimates the U. S Department of
Agriculture.
cessful professional baseball play
er unhappy over being recalled to J
— NEW IjOCATION —
the service shortly after his mar- I
WEAVER'S ANTIQUES
riage to June. She misunderstands •
20 ERIN STREET
the duty that faces him and the
THOMASTON, MAINE
story is studded with tense dra- |
matic moments on the home front 1
Antiques Bought and Sold
75*77,
as well as in the air.
A

Come in! See it demonstrated!
AMAZING NEW

THE COURAGE OF HIS CONVICTIONS
In nominating Superior Court Justice Percy T. Clarke
of Ellsworth for membership of the Maine Supreme Court,
succeeding the late Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., Gov. Muskie kept
faith with a pledge made during the recent political cam
paign and won new and greater esteem and respect in the
minds of Maine citizens.
Muskie, in speaking of appointments he must make
should he be elected governor, stated that he would name
persons best qualified and not those with the strongest j>olitical influence. This he has done In spite of screams of poli
tical big guns in his own party. This he did in appointing
well qualified Margaret Crockett, a Republican, as Register
of Probate for Knox County, and now, in the Big Time,
he has kept faith with his convictions and nominated Percy
T. Clarke to the Supreme Bench.
It was the inexcusable ignoring of the qualifications
and seniority of Justice Clarke by a previous Republican
Governor when a vacancy arose on the Supreme Bench,
and the nominating in his stead of a political appointee,
that was the final straw in turning the voters of the Re
publican party of Maine to Muskie.
Our present Governor has shown repeatedly during his
administration an honesty* in decision and a wholly* non
political attitude in his thinking, not alone in appointments.
He is Governor of Maine first and a Democrat after that,
wholesome in all his activities.
He has the courage of his convictions.

Strand Film

^OStGE

time-line

AUTOMATIC WASHER

Km
Sut.

'■<‘6>‘nd

LOOK AT THESE
BIG VALUE FEATURES
• New Wave-Action Wash
ing — thorough, yet
so gentle

reflect angles that may appeal to
cause they are written by ad men

Is is very close to being exactly far afield from our people. It fol
two years ago that I last wrote lows then, that if you arc read
a film news column. It began way ing this. The Courier-Gazette is
back in 1930 when I wrote under going along with me in bringing
the heading "Filmland” for our the column to you, through this
community weekly, The Penacook time I have altered my heading
Advertiser, continuing as a reg just a little because in the past I
ular
feature of the paper until have always felt "Filmland”
I left the Palace Theatre there in i should embrace all theatres, yet
early 1946. It started again short obviously I am only in position to
ly after I began my work as man tell you best about happenings at
ager of the State Theatre in Pres the theatre I am nearest to know
que Isle in August of 1946—this ing.
Introductions over and newstime in the Presque Isle Star Her
ald under the same heading. It space limited, I must hasten to
was always my desire in writing focus attention on "Strategic Air
the column to be informative, Command”, a really entertaining
friendly and of some help to folks movie that wiil play in Rockiand
trying to make up their mind in at the Strand for a full week start
selection of a movie interesting for ing Wednesday. Any film starring
James Stewart and June Allytheir particular taste.
Now, in Rockland, as manager son has what it takes to bring a
of your Strand theatre. I feel the story right down to earth and real
urge once again to write for you —even one that flies as high as
because I feel so very many peo the B-36s and B-47s that compete
ple are interested in the theatre for your attention in the Aim. Air
and the entertainment it affords plane photography has never been
hut may want more information more effectively presented than by
than we can bring you in adver this new Paramount process called
tising, which sometimes does not Vista Vision. Jimmy playa a sue-

•hi
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y >»u
rlo,h '^

• 5-Way Rinse gets
clothes whiter, brighter

Rockiand movie-goers simply be
By Arthur K. Dame

U-

‘°rnt>r

MODfL AW-42S

• Tangle-Free Super Spin fast 'it' gentle

$279

• Dozens more worksaving features

only

LOW DOWN PAYMENT-EASY TERMS

McLOON HOME & AUTO SUPPLY
11 PARK ST.

TEL. 1510

ROCKLAND, ME.

U.S. DEFENSE BONDS

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, June 25, 1955

A car operated by State Trooper
Cecil J. Waterhouse, Jr., 24. of
TALK OF THE TOWN
Milo, received slight damage to
its left front fender when it was
in a collision with a car operated
by Raymond L. Young, 31. of
Coming Events
PRE-SCHOOL CLINK’S
322 Old County Road. Rockland,
For children entering school
[Social and community event*
on Main Street 7 p. m. Thursday.
for the first time in September:
are solicited for this calerdar. All
The trooper was pulling away
North School, Tuesday, June 28,
are free and space here cannot be
from the curb when the collison
purchased.
Strictly commercial
8.30 a. m. Children living north
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
with Young’s car. which was pro
of Limerock street.
South
not be accepted. The decision of
ceeding north on Main Street, oc
School,
Wednesday,
June
29.
the editor is final.]
curred. Young reported about $59
<30
a.
m.
Children
living
south
i
July 4—Independence Day
of Limerock.
I damage to his right front fender.
July 6—Canton I^afayette Auxili
The car operated by Waterhouse
ary meetsOdd Fellows Hall.
was from the Thomaston State
July 7—Emblem Club meets Elks
Rockport school superintendent
Police barracks.
Home 8 p. m.
July 15, Union— American Legion Bruce J. Kinney announced Fri
Auxiliary Fair on the Common. day that he had received the resig
Officers and directors of the
T’rion 3pm
nation of Clarence McLean of Unity
July 23—Legion Beanhole Bean who was recently elected to Maine Seafoods Festival, plus
committee heads and other inter
Festival and Fair. Winslow-Hol
teach social studies at Rockport
brook Merritt Post grounds.
ested persons, will meet at the
High
School.
Mcl>ain
indicated
in
Aug. 5-6-7 Maine Seafoods Festi
Farnsworth Museum Monday eve
his
resignation
that
he
was
ac

val at Rockland.
Aug. 11-13—North Haven American cepting a position at Bombay, ning for the monthly meeing of the
corporation.
Legion Festival.
N. Y. In addition to his duties as
Aug. 13—RHS 1948 Class Reunion
at Crescent Beach Inn, 6.30 p. m. social studies teacher McLain was
Donald Merchant, graduate of
Aug. 17—Community Fair at South to have taught driver education the Maine Maritime Academy two
Thomaston.
and coached basketball at Rock weeks ago, is aboard the freighter
Aug 23 to 27. inc. Union Fair
port.
Steel
Apprentice of Isthmian
Aug. 24—The Maine Three-Quarter I
Century Club on Bowdoin Cam
Steamship Lines as a junior third
Rumors are out, and on good
pus. Brunswick.
engineer. The ship is to load at
authority, that the parade is to be
Philadelphia and New York and
The fire scene picture, taken eliminated from the Thomaston touch at Los Angeles on a trip to
some years ago by Alton Hall Fourth of July celebration this the Far East and around the
Blackington and printed in the year. The reason, high cost of world.
June 23 issue of The Courier-Ga bands and drum corps from out of
zette. proved no mystery to Thom town, and the lack of local units
It appeared for a moment Fri
aston Fire Chief Anderson. He to round out the parade line.
day afternoon as though the Maine
identifies it as the big fire of June
Lobstermen’s Association had per
Faulty installation of an oil haps engaged in a really heated
6. 1915. in which both Watts Hall
and t Knox Hotel were destroyed. burner at the home of Elmer W. discussion when the Rockland fire
Fulton, 35 James street, Rockland, alarm sounded the call lor the
A June graduate* of Waldoboro is credited with having caused a Thorndike Hotel, site of their con
High School, Miss Roselin Bram small fire, quickly extinguished vention, and three pieces of ap
hall, 18, of Friendship, has ac by firemen Friday morning, ac- paratus were rushed to the scene.
cepted the receptionist duties at cording to Rockland Fire Chief, investigation by Chief Wesley
the Farnsworth Art Museum in Wesley Knight. The call was re Knight disclosed no fire but did
Rockland for the summer months. ceived from Fulton, who is turn reveal that passersby had noted a
Miss Bramhall, who began her du key at Knox County Jail, at 9.10 small but an inquisitive youngster
ties this week, is the daughter of a. m. No damage was reported.
playing with the alarm box at the
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Bramhall of
hotel entrance. A check of the box
A group of coastal town and
Friendship. She will assist Mrs.
showed that it had indeed been
Charles Grant in her administra city managers were the guests of pulled. The youngster had in the
tion duties at the museum. Her Town Manager and Mrs. Donald meantime left that particular lowork will continue until the first Hobbs of Waldoboro on Thursday cality.
of September when she will enter evening. The visiting managers
Keep Maine Green! Help Pre
the Wilfred Beauty Academy in toured the Sylvania Electric Com
pany plant in Waldoboro and then vent Forest Fires.
Boston.
drove to Friendship for a lobster
Lobster
Pot.
IN MKMORIA.M
A Rockport woman, Mrs. R. dinner at the
In loving memory of Ralph E.
The
group
enjoyed
a
boat
Bunker, 2 Sea Street, has been
Genthner.
Sr., who passed away
named a national daily winner in trip around Friendship Harbor. on June 22, 1954.
Attending
the
meeting,
in
addition
We’ve only your memory, dear
a “jingle jamboree’’ contest. Mrs.
Ralph,
Bunker’s prize, a Frigidaire wash to the host couple Mr. and Mrs.
To remember our whole life
er , is one of 42 consecutive daily Hobbs, were, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
through.
awards offered in the contest. Her Allen of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs.
But the sweetness will linger for
Elden.
Shute
of
Freeport,
Merle
ever.
successful emtry makes her eligible
Goff of Brunswick, Sterling Mor As we treasure the image of you.
to complete for the grand prize
sigh,
we suffer, we think of
We
ris of Warren, Archie Stevens of
of $10,000.
you
Rockport and Ralph Boyd of
But all we could do was stand by.
Boothbay Harbor.
When the end came we suffered.
One Year Ago: Pierce Harley,
-------I
too,
Camden YMCA secretary was
The severe thundershower which But you never deserved what you
cited for 25 years of faithful ser
hit the Rockland area during the
went through.
vice.- Knox
Hospital
Auxiliary early hours of Thursday morning If,1 had a" thp
to ^vp'
, , .
,
, I d give it, yes and more
contributed $1,377 toward hospital
resulted in a delay of one hour and t0 j,ear your voice, and see your
equipment.—City budget of $566,
12 minutes in the opening broadcast
smile
943.50 gained Council approval.—
of station WRKD. Station officiate And greet yo« at the door.
Cub Scout Caravan caused much reported that lightning had appar- !?°w,ever and “vea mav last
I Whatever lands we view.
interest.—Mrs. Jean Clough was
elected president and Mrs. L. B. ently struck near enough to cause whatever joy or grief be ours,
the failure of a thermocouple in' We will always think of you.
Cook treasurer of the Cross Cof
the transmitting apparatus. It was : T6 H.
His Friend,
fee Club after hotly contested
at first thought that a bolt had
"1 —
fights for the coveted positions.—
struck the tower itself and pos- >
CLASSIFY
Camden yacht racing season to
3ibly burned out the outside trans
open July 3.— Judge Cary Bok
YOU
mitter but a check showed that
sailed for England in the yacht
ever try to find things
Alphard, 45 footer.— Vigorous op- to be in good order. The failure I ond hand, all clean and in
posistion appeared against the of the radio station equipment was j ^ood condition? Before you look
the only damage reported caused for them new, we always have a
preposed Chickawaukie Lake park.
within the city by the storm which j ’’W assortment of infants', children s, teen-age and adults clothes
| and shoes.
Some for play and
Turkey supper, Tuesday at 6 was of great intensity.
work, others for dress. Also elec
p. m. at Federated Church, Thom
tric lawn mower, refrigerator, out
BORN
aston. by the Friendly Circle. 76-lt
Barn aril—At Knox Hospital. June door toys, furniture for camp, and
23, to Mr. and Mrs. Leigh Bar children’s furniture, car beds and
seats, dishes. Tell us what you are
nard, a son.
“If any provide not for his own,
Saunders — At Knox Hospital, looking for and we will be glad
and specially for those of his own June 23, to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde to help you. Find out how you
house, he hath denied the faith
| save money dealing with UPTON’S
Saunders of Warren, a son.
and is worse than an infidel.”
THRIFT SHOP, 39 Union Street,
The Bible, quoted hy
Camden. We have the lay-a-way
MARRIED
Jordan-MacDonald — At Vinal plan and a wanted list for special
LOUIS A. WALKER, C.L.U.
haven, June 21, Kenneth C. Jor items. You can place your name
dan of Lisbon Falls and Edith at no extra cost. If you are a
Lyle MacDonald of Vinalhaven, summer person come in and look
around and you never know what
♦
BENDIX
♦ by Rev. Robert Towner of Lewis you
may find. Open from 10 a. m.
ton.
I WASHERS AND DRYERS }
until 8 p. m. Sunday closed through
the summer months. We also re
DIED
♦ HOUSE - SHERMAN INC. ♦ Wall—At Rockport,
June 23. pair work clothes for bachelors.
▼ 442 MAIN ST.,
TEL mf
76-78
Belle Amsbury Wall,
age 93
♦
ROCKIAND, MAINE
i
years. Funeral services Sunday,
CRIBS, baby carriages, stollers,
♦
»♦ June 26, 2.30 p. m. from the chest of drawers for sale, high
Rockport Baptist Church. Rev. J. chairs and lawn furniture. What
G. P. Sherburne and Rev. Carl else to you have to sell? Every
Small officiating. Interment in thing is on consignment. 90% for
H 0 R N D I K E
Amsbury Hill Cemetery.
you. only 10% for us. Clean out
Norton — At Brighton .Mass.. your attic and cellar. If your chil
HOTEL
June 23, Joseph P. Norton, lorm- dren are grown-up, get money for
Complete Luncheon
erly of South Thomaston, husband these items. Don’t throw away
9 8c
of Lottie Allen Norton, age 63 your children’s outgrown snow
Serving 11.30 to 2 p. m.
years. Funeral services Sunday at suist, coats and boots. We take
43-tf
from Davis Funeral Home, them in September.
Clean and
xZ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 2.30
558 Main Street, Rockland. Inter without moth holes. UPTON’S
ment
in South Thomaston. All THRIFT SHOP, 39 Union Street,
Master Masons of South Thomas Camden. Open daily from 10 a. m
ton will attend.
to 8 p. m.
76-78

he

TOO LATE TO

Marjorie Hart
Selected As

Page Three

Work of Eight

STEAMBOAT YARNS

Maine Artists In

of Ships and Men

Museum Exhibit

Sea Princess

John

BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop.
Established 1830

AMBULANCE SERVICE
TEL. 390
110 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

DAVIS

PARK STREET

HOMES FOR FUNERALS

(Next To Catholic (hurch)

ROCKLAND
558 Main St.

THOMASTON
22 Knox St.

Miss Marjorie Hart
Miss Marjorie Hart, 18, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Hart of
Willow street.Rockland, was

an

nounced Friday afternoon as a Sea

Princess to the Maine Seafoods
Festival and candidate for the title

of Maine Sea Goddess.
Miss Hart, who was valedictorian
of the Class of 1955 at Rockland
High, is sponsored by the Thorn
dike Hotel and Cap’n Henry’s Lob
ster Wharf.
Previously entered as Sea Prin
I
cesses are Mary Nichols and Celia
Crie of Rockland and Ellen Fitts
of Thomaston.

Every time the inimitable Bill
Fifield drops into the Steamboat
Editor’s office, he always leaves a
gem of wisdom based on an ad
venture-filled, stra ight-as-a-string
life, filled with fearless and rug
ged honesty. One time years ago.
he was promised a $5 monthly
raise in pay, but instead was
named baggage master on the City
of Bangor with a nice office, a fan
cy cap with a silver badge on it,
but the A&me old pay. Character
istically he went straight to Pres
ident Calvin Austin and was told
what a wonderful advance he had
received, but also, still in charac
ter he said—“Mr. Austin, I don’t
care any more .about that fancy
cap then I would a barrel of yellar reyed beans. What I want is $5
and you can give that cap to
someone that likes it.’’ The chuck
ling long time friend Austin saw
to it that he got his raise, and the
cap too.
♦ ♦ # »

A non-support charge against
Robert J. Lindsey, Sr., of Rock
land was dismissed in Municipal
Court Thursday morning after it
was disclosed that Lindsey had
recently paid $300 for the support
of two minor children. The case
w’as one which had been continued
from May 28 when the non-sup
port charge was brought hy Mrs.
Lillian Lindsey.

UNION
The Chamber of Commerc of
Union will serve strawberry short
cake at 7 p. m., Monday at the
Thompson Memorial dining room.

It wall be sad news to steamboat
lovers that the grand old Hudson
River Day liner Robert Fulton,
will not come out for active ser
vice this year. The huge Fulton
with her three stacks abreast. her
tremendous walking beam and the
whistle of the immortal Hudson
steamer Mary Powell, is a prime
favorite with the great throngs
that ride the Day Line. Her con
temporaries Alexander Hamilton
and Peter Stuyvesant will carry
the load for ’55. A gleam of hope
, rests in the fact that the old pad• dler will be kept available, and if
the summer business is good, she
will still be brought out.

Any time you find that truth
stands in your way you may be
very sure that you are headed in
the wrong direction.

DAIRY SUPPER
COMMUNITY HALL
APPI.KTON, MAINE

Captain Roswell Eaton, prime fa
vorite of the Steamboat Editors
crew, was a welcome caller last
week and dropped the information
that he expects to retire from act
ive steamtwating in December.
Captain Eaton served with distincton in both World Wars following a
varied career in general steam
boating. and served with the Mo
rans for a number of years as
master of their celebrated ocean

JUNE 29 - 5 P. M.
Children 50c

Adults $1.00

Konst ( hieken Dinner, Dessert

Leah Davis Brooks
Serving Knox County since 1875
56-tf

Come In and Say Hello!

Coffee, Tea, Milk

FOR 72 YEARS

Office-Showroom, Thomaston, Maine

* *

Steamer Westport ready to open another successful season at
.Albany, N. Y., as seen by C. Bradford Mitchell.

tug Margo Moran. He is presently
a master with the Lewis Towboat
Company out of Port Washing
ton.

than appeared when the item was
written for on Wednesday the 22d
the Pilgrim Belle struck a rock in
the fog and was beached, two
j decks awash, on Spectacle Island.
The former Rockland steamei | Pilgrim Belle is steam propelled
Pemaquid is on the Block Island about the size of the J. T. Morse,
run again this year, all spic and
• • • •
span. The former Penobscot Bay | Local motorists who like to
steamer Boothbay is on the Satue drive south will find a changed ap
of Liberty run, the Battery to pearance in the Little Creek ferBedloes* every day and the Vinal ries. The Princess Anne and the
haven &
Rockland Steamboat Del-Mar-Va
have
each
been
Company's North Haven is on the lengthened 90 feet amidships. They
daily run around the island wear wear two thin stacks athwart ships,
ing the name Manhattan and paint- reminiscent of the pictures of the
ed in two shades of blue with red , old Mississippi steamboats. The
filligree. The
former Easterns two one-time beautiful steamers
Westport, long running east out of now resemble nothing so much as
Rockland continues her speetacu- two marine dachshunds and give
larly successful career as a Hud-J Chesapeake Bay a pair of nautical
son River excursion steamer op curiosities.
«...
erating out of Albany, N. Y.
This year, 1955. finds only two
The former Wilson Line City of steam propelled craft, regularly
Washington born City of Chester, operating on Penobscot waters,
has been renamed Boston Belle the venerable tug Seguin and the
and joined the Pilgrim Belle oper tug Walter Ross. Both are kept
ating out of Boston.
plenty busy with the huge fleet of
This dual service will start later steamers arriving and dejiarting
constantly from Searsport. I have
been told by one who knows that
the merchant tonnage in and out
of the Searsport area exceeds that
of the Port of Boston.

J. J. NEWBERRY

j
I

5 & 10

Are Now Open

I

Saturday Nights
For Your
Shopping Convenience
ROCKLAND

That Generations

to Come may
Remcmbtr

Steamer City of Rockland tied up at Boston,
window. Photo Capt. Walter Scott.

TV

Note her

"middle

Representative paintings of eight
Maine artists are now being dis
played in the north gallery of the
Farnsworth Museum for the re
mainder of June and the month of
July.
Gardner Cox well known por
trait painter of Cambridge, Mass.,
and North Haven, is represented
by two paintings, “Ben” and “Pop
py.” Mr. Cox was recently appoint*
ed head art instructor at the Mu
seum of Fine Arts School in Bos
ton.
Stephen Etnier, of South Harpswell, whose works have been ex
hibited widely
throughout tho
United States and who had a oneman show at the Farnsworth Mu
seum in 1953, has two paintings in
the exhibit—“Moody’s Harvest’*
and “Southwind.”
Thomas Fransioli, of Cambridge,
Mass., and Castine, has two paint*
ings on exhibit. Mr. Fransioli will
be remembered as the artist who
had a one-man show at the muse
um during the summer of 1954.
Merle James, a resident of Cush
ing. who paints with an under
standing and feeling of his sub
ject matter—the Maine The-me—
had two familiar scenes of tho
Maine coast, a water color, “Maine
Dory” and an oil “Matinicus.”
Two watercolors “Waldoboro
Farm” and “Abandoned Farm”
by Ernest Thorne Thompson of
New Roehele, N. Y., and Medom
ak, reveal the artist’s philosophy
of thought brought about by his
intense and serious study of Coast
al Maine through the years.
William Thon, a resident of Port
Clyde and a nationally known art
ist, is also represented in the ex
hibit with two paintings “Spring
in Tuscany” and “Moonlight.”
Paul Wescott of West Chester,
Pa., and Friendship Long Island,
Friendship, is represented by two
oils “Schooners at Anchor” and
“Schooner”—both
scenes
of
Friendship.
Andrew Wyeth of Cushing is rep
resented by three paintings, a dry
brush watercolor “Young Fisher
man and Dory” a recent accession
of
the
Farnsworth
Museum;
“Maine Lighthouse,” a watercolor
loaned by Stephen Etnier, and
“Broad Cove Farm” loaned by
Merle James.
and deck houses that seemed to
screech all her defects, even that
gangling stack. Came the fire,
starting in the galley as the Smith
lay berthed at Tillsons Wharf. For
tunately Rockland had no motor
ized fire apparatus then and the
blaze had time enough to destroy
the ill proportioned forward section
of her house and that high hat
wheel house. They were rebuilt In
far better proportions, and a wa
ter tube boiler installed which per
mitted the placing of a shorter but
much more obese and becoming
stack just aft of the pilot house. A
foremast or signal mast was In
stalled in front of the pilot house
and thp wireless antennae added,
very impressive, from the two
spars. Add to that the fact that the
engine was steepled to increase its
power, and the new Smith was
quite a lot of boat.

Our good friend Malcolm MacDuffie <Rev). pastor of a big Watervillc Church and first met by
us many years ago when he was
pastor of the beautiful Congrega
tional
Church
at
Ellsworth,
brought Rockland's old tug Sommers N. Smith a bit of publicity
in the June issue of “Rudder" in
discussing a diminutive tug boat
Eggs brought Maine farmers
called Ned Butler for some ob
more than $26,500,000 in 1954.
scure reason.
Commercial broilers were a close
Malcolm speaks flatteringly of second with cash receipts of
the "comfortable little down east $24,848,000. Farm chicken brought
tug that used to ha .die the big line in $6,247,000 and turkeys some
schooners" but either he or Ed $2,103,000.
Patt must be held responsible for
the wholly unflattering picture of
our beloved Smith that they must
- W ANTED —
have found under a stone some
EXPERIENCED
place at high vater. Th" picture
was made at the awkward age be
BOOKKEEPER
fore her fire. The panelled pilot
40 HOI R WEEK
house was too high and too far alt
Salary Arranged. Apply
and the old water tube boiler set
her stack well aft of amidship,
Hillcrest
tind the stack had the circumfer
ence of a good sized lead pencil.
Poultry Co.
On the whole she looked like the
I NION. ME.
TEL. 68
devil and for some unknown reason
76-77
she was given a white trim to hu:l

CALL 1 371-for Heat Packed
RANGE AND FUEL OIL

SERVICE

MARITIME OIL CO.

Needs a Friend—
CALL ON US!
a choosing a family monoment, your choice is not

I

ATTENTION POULTRYMEN

only for your lifetime, but

for generations to come.
you

find

lasting

We can
satisfaction

through our wide selection of Rock

Treat Your Home To
Top Performance

of Ages family monuments. Each is
hacked by a signed guarantee to
yon, j-nur heirs, or your descendants.

WARREN
CAMDEN

Tel. CRestwd 3-2981
Tel. 2151

Knax-Llnealn-WaMa Canntles
1-8-tf

PHONE THOMASTON 175

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

war

!
'

Chester Brooks
MONUMENTS BY DORNAN

». tUHB

Benefit Georges Valley Granges
76-77

help

- Groceries -

r

Speaking of the two steamers,
“Maid of the Mist” I and II, which
served the Niagara Falls public
for many years, their fire of April
22. proved to be a final sort of
thing. Plans to rebuild the steam
ers have been given up and the
company has acquired one small
steel vessel to serve the run.
« • • •

Municipal Court

MARKET
OPEN EVENINGS AND
SUNDAYS

Richardson

Another Steamboaters’ ‘‘Jam Session”

When Your Car ,

BURPEE
Funeral Home

M.

I

OF

, -orW 0

J

«Ua Wi

M

WM——

A U T H OilI 1 D
OIALU

CARS MADE "LIKE NEW"
FAST!

Sharp, clear TV Images; staticfree radio reception . . . these
watching and listening plea sores
are yours when yon rely on ns
for prompt, efficient service
and repairs.

LIVE

POULTRY

WANTED

PLEASE CALL CHARLIE SHANE

Rockland Poultry Co., Inc.
ROCKLAND 1396 or 1360

Richards

We Are Also Looking for

PARK STREET

Radio Television

Poultry Raisers

MOTORS, Inc.

SALES and SERVICE

68 PARK ST.
TEL. 700
ROCKLAND, ME.
70-8-761

THOMASTON
125 MAIN ST.
Day Phone 151-2 - Nights, 151-S
iU-S-tt

Small or Large.

Terms To Meet Your Approval.
CALL NOW FOR FULL INFORMATION
48-0

ocklana lourrer-uazi

Mrs. Cole’s brother, Philip Gray
and family.
Mrs. Mabel McGlauflin of BoothJudge and Mrs. Clifford Mc
bay Harbor and her mother, Mrs.
Glauflin of Portland were week
’ Harry Condon of Presque Isle.
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
| were callers at the home of Mr.
McGlauflin.
and Mrs. Fred McGlauflin last
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Gray and
week.

FRIENDSHIP

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SELING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once (or 50 rents, three times, one dollar. Additional tines 10
cents (or each line, hall price each additional time nsed.
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice! AU “blind ads” so called, I. a., advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Conrier-Gazette
office (or handling, cost 25 rents additional.
A name shonld appear on all classided ads to secure best results,
Those with phone or street number only are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classided ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained (or these ads.
.ALL MI ST BE PAID FOB
as received except (rom (irms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Conrier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.

Mrs. Kenneth G. Cady and son
Sammy, returned to their home in
Winchester. Mass., on Friday af
ter spending a few day3 at their
cottage.

! Mr
I

and

Mrs.

Donald

Simmons

spent Sunday at Jefferson Lake.
Mrs. Ruth McGlauflin Williams
and son Alan spent Sunday with
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred McGlauflin.
Hartwell L. Davis is in MiddleI boro. Mass., with the fire engine
while it is being repaired.
Miss Ronnie Bramhall has em
ployment at the Farnsworth Mu
seum in Rockland.
Mrs. Lena Morse of San Diego,
Calif., is visiting with her niece,
Mrs. B. B. Jameson
✓
Rev Guy L. Vannah will be guest
speaker at the Advent Christian
Church on Sunday morning at

iaturaay, June

10 30 and evening at 7.30.
Mrs. Priscilla Kennedy and fam
ily are at their cottage for the
month of July.
Philip Pratt, II, returned home
from Thayer Hospital in Water
ville, on Friday.
The Vacation Bible School of
The Methodist Church will begin
on Monday at 9 a. m.
Mrs. Robert Lash, Jr., has em
ployment at the Lobster Pot.
Miss Joyce and Sylvia Thomp
son have employment at Nadeau’s
restaurant in Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Matt Jones and
family are at their cottage Friend
ship, Long Island.
Miss Cheryl and Ellen Brown of
Bath are visiting with their aunt,
Mrs. Philip Bramhall.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
Mrs. P. W Smith of New York
City, has arrived at her Harts
Neck home for the summer.

The Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
Answer Will Appear Next Issue
1

SOUTH HOPE
Miss Jacqueline Reynolds, stu
dent nurse at the Maine Medical
Center. Portland, spent the week
end with hr paints. Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Reynolds.

2

3

4

5

b

8

7

h

L

IO

9

12

13

17

18

1

14

16
19

Mrs. Edith Willis, who spent five
in 25
2i
weeks with Mrs. Irene Pushaw has
20
2i
23
Mrs. Manley Cole and daughter
returned home.
! Doris of North Berwick and Mrs.
17
Roy Taylor of Newton. Mass.,
2b
' Jack Gove and children of Dover,
called on relatives here Monday.
N. H., were guests on Sunday- of
Mrs. Ann Dickens and three
L
29
2tt
children of Lincolnville visited her
So 31
mother. Mrs. Hazel Hart, a few
I
34 35
33
FOR SALE
days, this week.
PILE Driver for sale. 22 foot
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
i7
3b
38
j drop. 500 pound granite Dock
Brown
Sunday were. Mr. and Mrs.
I driver. Has been used on dock,
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
Basil Brown and children of East
' just taken down for loading on
39
40
42
41
TENANT’S HARBOR
HAY LOADER. David Bradley. truck. Can be set up on pontoon or
BEAGLE Pups for sale from
Union, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Mrs. Merrill Minzy, Mrs. Wil Drinkwater and children of Spruce
excellent hunting dogs. LEACH'S New Idea, 3 McCormick Deering, scow. Contact WALPAS SALLI43
45
44 1
4b
BEAGLES, Upper Beechwood St.. John Deere loaders, all these load- ! NEN by telephone during evenings,
liam Hyvarinen and Mrs. Maynard
Thomaston.
75*77 I ers priced to sell at easy terms. I Thomaston 388-13 or during the
Wiley, motored to Lewiston Satur
1
W. S PILLSBUHY & SON. College day at the George Hunt place,
50
4/
49
48
COTTAGES
HORSES for sale, will trade or
day and attended the reception at MISCELLANEOUS
Friendship. Pile driver can be
buy, also one Case tractor with Avenue, Waterville, Me., Dial TR seen after 4 o’clock at Sallinen
ICE—When and how you want
73-S-76
COTTAGE to let at Owls Head Kora Temple Saturday evening,
front loader. Trade tractor for 2-5181
1
52
51
home. Pleasant Point.
76*78 Village for week of Aug. 7, Aug. 14 honoring Mrs. Hazel Libby, worthy it.
Block or crushed to your
a good dump truck. Tel. TE 2-9217,
FLAT bottom Skiff for sale, suit
order.
W
’
e
deliver
within
reason

Waldoboro.
ALMON
BURNS. able for outboard motor. Guaran- • DAVENPORT bed for sale, also and Aug. 28. JAMES FARRELL. grand matron, and C. Kenneth able distance, 25 mile area, BUT
75-77 Morrill, worthy grand patron of
Friendship. Me.
77. ’ 77 : teed in good cond. Price reason kitchen table with 3 chairs. 2 desks. I Tel. 385-W3.
YOU SAVE, by calling at our plat
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
( HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
bed, spring and mattress, linoleum.
able.
MRS.
RUTH
H.
DOW
NEW
Cottage
to
let
at
Crescent
NOVA Scotia Model Boat for
Conveniently located on
1-Perceived by touch |39-All correct (abbr.) 11- Organ of the body
Duo-Therm heater, dining room ; Beach by 2 or 3 weeks, month or the Grand Chapter of Maine, Or form.
Friendship.
Tel.
TE2-9112.
sale, cheap, 42x10^ with flush
Route 1. For prompt, courteous
5-Blemish
40-Mountains in South 12- Specks
table and buffet.
TURNBULL. season, accommodates four. Mod. der of Eastern Star.
75-77
trunk and enclosed wheel house. _______________________
9-Affray
14-Mother
service Call NORTHEAST ICE
America
Lake View Drive.
76-78 conv. Apply C. J. BOWLEY. 85
Mrs.
Henry
Allen
is
a
patient
at
Built in 1934. Oldsmobile engine.
10-Picture on wood
16-Chums
42- Jumbled type
CO., Crestwood 4-2800, Warren.
ONE-Man Racing Car for sale.
Granite
St.,
Rockland.
Tel.
1976.
—
SPECIALS
—
Knox
Hospital.
Hull and engine in fair condition. $175. ROBERT BURNS, 485 Old
21- Having two feet
43- Full of moisture
70tf 12- A title (Sp.)
1949
DeSoto
$149.
75tf
JASPER WYMAN & SON, Mil- County Rd. Tel. 1439.
13- More gentle
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Dowling
22- Rent
45- Mends
75tf 1946 Buick
256
15-Sag
46- Vim
24- Not at any time
bridge. Maine.
73-78
COTTAGE at Crescent Beach to
125. let. Fireplace, mod. conv., full of Wollaston. Mass., have pur
TWO standard size inside doors 1946 Plymouth
17-Conjunction
25- Claws
47Venturer
LENOX Air Conditioner, store
chased
the
home
of
Miss
Arlene
295. bath, oil heat.
for sale, both for $15; 40 GLEA 1949 Ford
13-T rack
30- A bird
49-An evergreen tree
Accommodates
size, for sale, excellent condition.
169. 2-6. Write SAWYER. 235 Broad Brown, and have recently moved
SON ST.. Thomaston.
75-77 1947 Ford
19- Middle Atlantic
31- T rampeo
51- A flower
TEL. 288 before 5 p. m.
71tf
1949 Chevrolet
556. way, or tel. 1976.
State of U. S.(abbr.) 52- English school
3?-Exchanges
72tf here.
WHITE Enamel Wood or Coal 1949 Ford Pick-up
17” Console Television for sale
595.
20- An article of furni
33- Hunting-dog
Mr. and Mrs. David Brown of
VERTICAL
FURN. Cottage to let, on water
Very good condition. SAM GRAY Range for sale. Has been con 1947 ChevroletClub Coupe
295.
JAMES
JUNE
ture (pi.)
34- Drunkard
456. front, Owls Head. Mod. conv. Tel. ; Somerville, Mass., have arrived
103 Camden St.
74-76 verted to oil. Excellent condition. 1949 Chrysler
1- Marsh
23-Dog house
35- Clip
STEWART ALLYSON
Grates included, $65. TEL. Thom 1950 Hillman Minx
363-R.
MRS.
LEON
WHITE.
72tf
350.
26T
rickier
2The
(Sp.)
at
the
Holbrook
home
for
the
sum

37- T rap
NAILS, 8d common through 60d aston 126-13.
75-77
E. A. MUNSEY
COTTAGE to let at Norton's mer.
3- A note
38- Plural of penny
27- Approaches
common, $9.85.
SUTTON SUP
Telephone 1773
SPECIAL Prices On The Fol
28- Father
4- Rends
41-Debtor (abbr.)
Pond during July. Inquire 12 Knox
PLY, Camden 478.
68-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dowling.
COMMUNITY AUTO SALES
5- Dot
20 Six
44-Mariner
St. TEL. 1382-M.
71tf
ANTIQUES, Furniture, Glass lowing Paint. Eaglo Outside White,
99 Camden St.
Tel. 1966
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Dowling,
6- To heel over
30-The thorax
46-Woodland spirit
Chinaware (or sale. HOBBY AN Reg. Price $5.25 gal., 5 gal. can.
THE
Cottage
of
J.
F.
Burgess,
76-78
33-Girdles
7- lndefinite article
48-A land measure
TIQUE SHOP. Union, Rt. 17. per gal. $4.56, single gals, $4.75.
located on the waterfront at Coop daughter Nadine. Mr. and Mrs. Al
Color by TECHNICOLOR
36-Horsemen
8- Crimson
(abbr.)
ELECTRIC Refrigerator for sale, er's Beach for sale. TEL. 426.
Closed Sundays.
68*104 including all colors. We also have
bert Watts. Jr., and children. Tim
38-M
inister
9- Ethical
50-Act
the following paints. Carmote Lob good condition. $50 00. ELI KIS70tf othy and Terryl, accompanied by
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale; regu ster Buoy paint, McDougall-Butler KILA, 1 Beechwood St., Thomas
lar $10.95 for $6.95. NORTH EASTFOR Sale or Rent. Furn. 4 rm. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Do\yling and
76*78
STRAND
Bulletin paint. Admiral and Mill ton.
Head and Mrs. Sandra Brown of 1NSWEB TO PREVIOUS
LAND TRADING POST, Thomas
cottage.
Hobbs Pond.
TEL daughter Lorraine, of Rockland,
End Paints, all colors, $1 29 to
ANTIQUE
Franklin
Stove
for
(ROSSWORI) PUZZLE
ton.
67-tf
Union.
UNION.
50-22
.
75*78
Starts
WEDNESDAY
$1.89 per gal. Grumbacher Art sale. $75. TEL. 1104.
75*77
motored to Greenland, N. H., on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robie
Taylor
and
FURN.
Cottages
to
let.
MRS.
Supplies. CARR’S WALLPAPER &
Nlol I ISlEl
FULL size Elec. Stove for sale.
Sunday.
MILLS.
Pleasant
PAINT CENTER, 586 Main St., In excellent eond. For Information LLEWELLA
Mrs. Edith Putnam of Jefferson.
O aTs'tWg a
DE LAVAL
Beach.
So.
Thomaston.
66tf
Rockland. Maine.
76-tf TEL. Warren. CRestwood 4-2591
Mass., were guests of Mr. and
HAVE
YOU
PROBLEMS?
rn|i
MILKERS
LARGE amount of horse drawn
LOST AND FOUND Send five questions. $1 00. stamped Mrs. Charles Taylor a few days
75*77
a
Farm
Mach,
for
sale,
excellent
WANTED
this week.
For AU Size Herd,
NEW canvas covered Boat for
FOUND in Warren Village. 1 envelope. REV RUTH MATHIAS,
cond. IVAN SHERMAN, Union.
sale, 12’8” long, all cedar plank
Recent guests of Mrs. Gertrude
male 40 lb.—3 colored hound. Un advisor, 827 Broadway, Everett,
W. S. Pillsbury A Soa
GIRL.
15,
will
care
for
children
pIaIrIs
SET
_
_
75*77 and with 42’’ deck.
Mass
Full page reading enclosed.
CHARLES
WAMTViU*
der
dog
law.
CALL
Rockland
1690.
Monkhouse
were, Mrs. Eldora
while
mother
works.
TEL.
1351-R.
E=IT|
TRACTORS. Used Ford with halt LUNDEN, Warren, Tel. CRestwood
Prompt reply
i53-8-»f
76*78 ______________________ ___ 76*78
_ _____ ____________
55-S-tf tracks, Farmall H with cultivator 3-2066.
WM T EDWARDS? stone 'fire- Leighton. Mrs. Gladys Haggett
75-77 _________ __ ___
RlElAlSl VIA l_
PAIR of plastic rim Glasses lost
PAINTING wanted, inside or out. '
'r
MOTORCYCLE for sale, 1950 and side dresser. 1946 John Deere
SjBEp
places,
chimneys built and re and Mrs. Florence Mayo of Port
Venetian Blinds-Wlmlow Shades
at
Schofield-White
Park
Wednes

All
work
guaranteed.
TEL.
451-R.
i
Harley-Davidson, 74.
Excellent B. John Deere crawler with or
land. After supper, the ladies
paired. Tel. Rockland 1784-M.
Made To Fit Your Windows
l
J
a
T
i
day,
June
15.
Finder
please
call
____
____
76-81
without
machinery,
Farmall
Cub
condition. CHASE, 172 So. Main
All Styles and Colors
75 77 i played contract. Other visitors
CAROL ANN BICKNELL. Tel.
aj)
CAPABLE FAMILY (OOK
Street.
74*77 with equipment. Massey-Harris
Free Estimates—Call
LAWN Mowers Sharpened, quick have been, Mr. and Mrs. Wendell
1647-R.
75*77
Pony
1947
Ford.
Check
on
our
easy
A Capable Woman is wanted to
mTo‘R!EJ
Tel. 939
1952 FULLY Equipped Nash
service
and
precision
work.
BILL
Emery of Rockland, and Mrs.
SlM EL Lf
I N
Raunbler Convertible for sale. terms on all new and used farm UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO., ' cook for small family at North l $5.00 Reward for black cat with BLACK, Old County Rd.
74*76
equipment.
W.
S.
PILSBURY
at
white
throat,
whiskers
and
feet,
Mary
Payson
and
Miss
Judith
Pay579-589 Main St.,
Rockland, Me. Haven during July and August.!
Just the thing for summer driv
lost
at
Sandy
Shores.
Warren,
Sat.
SON.
College
Avenue,
Waterville,
____
136-S-tf State wages expected, previous
ing, 20-22 miles per gallon. Ideal
son of Union.
CALL Warren Cr. 4-2401. M. Ram- J
COMMERCIAL
73-S-76
Wilbur Denton,Elizabethtown, N.
“second” car. TEL. 229.
71*76 Me.. Dial TR 2-5181.
TAN Kalamazoo Cook Stove for experience and give character ref-i
sey_________
_
74-76
'
erence.
Y . and Paul Arnes. Derby Line,
MAKE your headquarters for sale, in good cond., burns oil or
REFRIGERATION SERVICE
“PIANOS FOB SALE, ChickerBLACK English Shepherd dog
Write MRS. JAMES R. REY
75*77
Vermont.
Ing, Steck. Cable-Nelson. Small wallpaper at Carr's, 12c per single wood. TEL. Union 5-23.
AND
INSTALLATION
NOLDS,
care
The
Courier-Gazette.!
lost,
with
brown
feet
and
spots
down payment, easy terms. GIF roll and up. Our well known bet
STRAWBERRIES tor sal. . Car
Expert Work
UNION
Community Club Met
FORD'S. Rockland, Me.
62tf ter papers are washable. We have skills and Maine 55’s, wholesale ______________________________ 75tf j over eyebrows. Answers to name
of "Pal.” No collar. Reward
Call FRED PEYTON
MRS.
FLORENCE
CALDERWOOD
DRIVING
wanted.
Reliable
LOAM for "sale"? NEIL RUS the largest display of decorating price by crate.
The
Woman's Community Club
Picking starts ‘
74-76
ROCKI-AND, 167-H4
Correspondent
j TEL. Camden 739.
SELL, Rockland. Tel. 1544-W 53tf paper east of Boston at the low about June 26. Fancy pack guar-1 service. DON FOGG. Tel. 132.
met
Tuesday
at Mrs. Virginia Me76
’
87I
Telephone 10-24
75*77,
Superior varieties for
FOR sale at Haskell A Corthell est possible prices. Wc have a anteed.
Elwee’s with a luncheon at one
full
line
of
everyday
kitchenware,
EGGS
&
CHICKS
CEDAR
—
IS
(
ORD
WANTED
freezing. Two dollars by mail re
In Camden. 3 speed Lightweight
DOXT DIG!
o’clock. Twenty six members and
7” to 11” diameter. I will pay
Bicycles, $39.95. Convenient terms. aluminum, Revere ware, pyrex serves a crate. M. J. FILES, Ap
Sewers, Drains, or any size pipes
and white enamel ware at the low
Mrs. Henry Hodgkins and two six guests were present. The pres
$20 a cord delivered in Rockland ! WHITE Emden Goslings for cleared of any stoppage electric
57-tf
pleton Center. Tel. Union 5-25.
est possible prices.
Trade at
sale. $1.25 each.
GREENLAW
sons are visiting two weeks with ident, Mrs. Avis Nichols, conduct
75*77 Write C. D. PRATT, Matinicus.
CARR'S where you save dollars,
FARM, Lincolnville Ave., Belfast, ally without digging! Call PETER her parents in New Bedford, Mass.
MILLWORK
ed a business meeting. The club
75'78 Maine
ALEXANDER.
Tel.
Belfast
797
GOOD buy in 27 ft. used trailer. _________
586 Main St., Rockland.
76-tf
40-77
Excellent cond. Very reasonable
CHILDREN wanted to board by
71*106
Monday, Principal Norman Mar votd to join the campaign of Safe
WINDOW'S - FRAMES
1.3' Liberty Boat for sale. 25 h. p.
75*77 hour. week or day.
ALICE
riner, began employment for the ty Driving to be conducted by
Johnson, Little Giant Trailer; also price. TEL. 783-W3.
SPECIALS A SPECIALTY
TO LET
DODGE, 45 James St., Tel. 429-M.
Westinghouse Ref., Roval Hand
summer in Camden. Mrs. Marrin Women’s Clubs throughout the
PLUMBING and HEATING
75*77
R. L Winchenbach
Vacuum; 21 BEECHWOOD ST..
REAL ESTATE
LARGE, nicely furn. room to let.
er and children are visiting her country, previous to July 4, by
FREE ESTIMATES
25 Court St.
Tel. 1430-M Thomaston.
75*77
lady pref. 18 Fulton St., TEL. .
parents in Frenchvilie.
each member phoning a non-mem
Buckland, Maine
ARTHUR
CULLEN
OVERLOOKING Rockport Har Building Repairs and Remodeling 595-M.
NEW Milch Cow and Calf for
75 78
_ ____________________________ 72-tf
LICENSED PLUMBER
Mr. and Mrs. William Rich of ber, they in turn to contact an
sale. 4 years old. Also 10 h.p. bor. 8 rm. Colonial home for sale.
6-RM.
House
and
bath
to
let
on
Thomaston, .Me. Vineland. N. J., visited Mr. and other, to remind driving safely
QUALITY ALUMINUM WIN elec, motor and starting box. WAL Large, pleasant rooms. GarageGeneral Home Maintenance waterfront at Spruce Head. Tel. 12 North St.
Tel. 234
DOWS AND DOORS; estimates TER SPEAR. 236 Rankin St.
barn attached at rear. Close to
ESTIMATES GLADLY GIVEN
during the weekend of July 3-4.
439-M5,
PHILIP
YORK.
76*78
without obligation, no down pay
74-tf Mrs. Walter Rich over the week
RALPH MacLAUGHLIN
75*77 store and bus. SECURITY REAL
A Pleasant Room to let. neatend and attended the alumni ban Coin cards were passed to mem
ment. Up to 36 months to pav __ ___
ESTATE CO., Dorothy Dietz, Cam Tel. 1594
242 Old County Rd. bath, plenty of hot water. TEL.
CULTIVATORS. Used "for Tract- den 2117 or M7.
bers by tho Ways and Means com
HOWARD KENNISTON, Tel. Rock
76-lt
HAVE your Floors beautifully quet Saturday.
76-78 431-W.
76*78
land, 1430-W.
3tf tors John Deere B.. M. T., G. P..
mittee. The club is to sponsor a
LOT of land for sale. 110 ft. x
sanded and finished by HAROLD
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thurston
Gleason,
and
M
For
Farmall
H
and
regu

MOD. 5-room unfurn. apt. to let. ACHORN. Thomaston. Maine. Tel.
CHEVROLET one ton stake
300 ft. and building 12'xl2’. TEL.
public snupper and auction and
lar.
Massey-Harris
22.
Most
of
Wilbur
Thurston,
Mrs.
Margaret
truck (1947) with dual wheels
DEPENDABLE Man wanted on kitchen, living room, 3 bedrooms 131-3.
642-M
75*77
69tf
and bath, near stores and bus line,
priced for quick sale. TEL. 939 these cultivators in very good
Gleason. Mr. and Mrs. George Fos voted date. Saturday, July 9 at
poultry-dairy
farm.
House,
fuel,
REAL ESTATE
SPRECHEN
BIE
DEUTSCH?
the Masonic Hall. Tile supper
insulated and newly decorated.
or Tel. 1219.
52-tf shape and priced to sell. W S.
sett were in Kennebunkport Mon
Warren. Two-family house, just eggs, milk and good salary. Write $12.00 weekly.
PlIJAiBURY & SON. College Ave
Ref.
required. Translations and private German
committee is composed of Avis
BABY GIFTS
TUV,
c/o
The
Courier-Gazette.
Lessons.
Contact uHARIjOTTE day to attend the Undertakers
painted, just re-decorated, just had
For sale, everything (or your nue, Waterville, Me. Dial TR new bathrooms, just $5750.
Nichols, Marie Butler, Mary Bar75*77 JEANNETTE WALDO. 37 Gleason UPTON. Camden 2088 .
67-tf Convention.
St.,
Thomaston.
Tel.
35-4
.
76*78
2-5181.
73-S-76
"Littlest Angels” at our new In
ker, Lina Bartlett, Faith Farrow,
ALL round Cook wanted at once,
Rockland Large house, four bed
FLOOR Sanding and Finishing a
FOR RENT
fants’ Department. CHILDREN’S
ONE Pair Garage Doors for sale
Mrs. Mary Curtis of Boston, has
also waitress. KING’S DINETTE.
HOSPITAL
Beds,
Folding specialty. Inquire about our price. been a guest of Mrs. Olive Bur and Esther Files.
SPECIALTY SHOP. City.
4«-tf 6 ft. 10” by 4 feet with hardware, rooms, shed and one car garage at 26 Washington St.. Camden. 75-77
tached, oil hot water heat, com
SUTTON ■
The dining room will be in
Wheel chairs. Tel. 939. UNIT All work guaranteed.
AKC Registered Cocker Spaniel $25. Two inside two panel doors, plete storm sash, newly painted,
WANTED To Buy: Discarded or ED HOME SUPPLY CO., 579- SUPPLY, INC., Tel. Camden 478. gess.
charge of Ethel Creighton and
PupDies (or sale, all colors and 6 ft. 6 inches by 2 ft 6 inches with extra large lot. $15,000.
outgrown
Bicycles.
RAYE’S 589 Main St., Rockland, Me.
______ *_________ ____________ -66-tf | Wednesday, June 29. the picnic
One
sizes to choose (rom. REED'S lock sets and hinges. $15.
Irene Payson and the auction, Ed
Rockland 2 living rooms, dining
78*80 _ ________ _______
136-S-tf
for the members of the Sunday
COCKER KENNELS,
61 Pearl electric Fan $5 00. TEL. Tenant's room, butlers pantry, large kit CRAFT Shop Prescott St.
na McKinley, Esther Keating and
ATTRACTIVE
living
room,
bed-j
SERVICE
STATION
Fer
MAN
Wanted
for
stock
work
75-76 chen, five bedrooms,
Street, Camden.
Tel. Camden Harbor. Me.. 20.
School, Junior Choir, Youths Fel Virginia McElwee.
baths,
Rriggs & Stratton
Power Prod. ;
3063
36-tl
14 ft Boat for sale, m L good cellar, forced warm air heat, and delivery WRITE Stork Man. room, kitchen, tile hath to let.!
Mercury lowship and Friendly Circle and
P. O. Box 666. Rockland, Me. 74 t.f Heat, hot water, automatic wash- i Iron Horse-RPM
Mrs. McElwer was given thanks
75*lt 2-car garage, a luxurious home.
KENWAY and Liberty Boats (or YOUNG. 35 Broadway.
Sears - Elgin ! friends of the Methodist Church for her generous hospitality in en
CHAMBERMAIDS wanted, good er. central location, near hospital. Dlsston
sale. Also Boat Trailers, Evinrude
Price
on
inquiry.
FIELD Grown Cabbage Plants
will be held at Beaver Lodge in
70-S-tf
hours, wages, 6 day week, meals. TEL 632
Motors, Used Outboard Motors for sale, 75c per hundred; also
LOST!! IzOST!! LOST!!
LEADBETTER'S MACHINE SHOP East Union. All arc requested to tertaining.
Please call in person. THORN
HOUSE and Cabin to li t. reason-1
W D. HEALD, "Next the Village Flower Seedlings. STILES FARM.
Another good listing lost. The DIKE HOTEL, ask for Mrs. Luce.
CAMDEN 2439
able, near water.
Adults pre _
Green", Camden, Me., Tel. 466
Camden Road, opposite Oakwood Rockport house advertised was
__
51-ThAS-tf | take their own lunch and drink,
74-76 ferred.
Write L.E.R., c/o The
«)'( Inn.
74*79 listed on Saturday and sold the
FLY
Anywhere.
Plane
and hotel and those wishing transportation SOUTH WARREN
GOOD
Homes
wanted for 8 kit Courier-Gazette.
75-77
Remember!
ANTIQUES for sale~ OWLS following Friday.
reservations, tickets, information. should be at the vestry at 11 a. m.
Mrs. Josie Hyler is spending the
tens, 1 tiger, 2 black.
TEL
3 RM. Furn. Apt. to let. also
HEAD ANTIQUE SHOP, Owls Start packing when you list with
Thomaston 81-2.
74-76 1 furn rm.. kit. priv. 29 BEECH R(W KI.AND TRAVEL SERVK E, Any car owner who has extra pas week in Waterville at the home
Head Village.
74*79
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II,
Slate News Co., Tel. 563-R.
58-tf
WAITRESSES wanted, experi ST. Tel. 1116-W or 163-M.
75-77
BURGESS-FOBES House Paints, ( senger space kindly offer to help of her grandson. David Munro.
Realtor
120 BASS Piano Accordion. 9
enced.
Apply
In
Person
after
1
transport the children.
TRACTORS
497
Main
St.,
Tel.
1647-W
Mrs. Grace Leavitt has sold her
RENT A ( HAIN SAW
treble switches, “Accordiana by
manufactured by Maine people for
Miss Inez Butler, who has had home to Mr. and Mrs. Otto Irvine.
Excelsior” for sale; also good __
_____ ______ _________ 75-77 p. m. EDGAR S RESTAURANT,
We supply saw with expert op Maine
weather
ROCKLAND
Warren, Maine.
70lf erator, gas and oil. all for only
used Norge refrig., 8 cu. ft. TEL.
BOAT SHOP. Rockland. Me. 58-tf employment through the winter in Mrs. Leavitt will move to Marble
SIX-Room House with two-car
1 PSIsbury &
TWENTY-FOUR HR. Photo Ser $3.00 per hour. Saw over a cord
590-W. _
74-76 garage (Priced for quick sale).
I.umU.
Fly Northeast Airlines, connec Portland, is at her home.
head where she will havc an apart
vice.
Ask
for
it
at
your
local
store
an
hour.
CALL
Tenants
Harbor
BUCK Rake for a Ford tractor Located in Warren.
TEL. Rock
tions made for all lines. Giffords
Seven Tree Grange held a regu ment.
or
at
Gifford's,
Rockland,
Me.
118.
Write
P.
O.
Box
95.
Port
55-S-tf for sale; also a back-hitch mowing land 1430-W.
75*77
Travel Service, Rockland, Me.
lar meeting Wednesday evening
57-U Clyde.
74*76
WINKI-ER L.P. Oil Burners, machine for a Ford Tractor. $75
57-tt
4-ROOM House for sale or swap
HARVEY POST, Warren.
and recessed until September.
LOBSTERS and Clams wanted.
Keep Maine Green!
Furnaces, Boilers and Am. Stand each.
at 17 Broadway, Thomaston. AL
Antiques
bought,
sold
and
re

RENTAL OUTBOARDS
ard Fixtures (or sale. M. PEAR Tel. CRestwood 3-2861._______ 74-76 , BERT E CROCKETT.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Burns en
7476 SPRUCE HEAD LOBSTER CORP..
paired
Louis
Parreault,
Warren.
5-744-10- 16 H. P.
! Spruce Head, Tel. Rockland 420
SON JEWETT. Plumbing and
Tel. Crest. 3-2388
57-U tertained at dinner Tuesday, their
117-tf
Minimum Rental Week-End
Heating Tel 1618
ltf
USED OUTBOARDS
son and daughter-in-law, Mr. and
- NOTICE Rates
on
Request
IF
you
want
the
best
auto
body
AUSTIN D. NELSON
"PIPE FOB BALE
All Makes — AU Price*
Mrs. Erroll Burns of Rockland,
and
fender
work,
come
to
ROWL

Black
and galvanized.
All
CESSPOOLS
AND
SEPTIC
TANKS
Good Selection
Real Estate Broker
ING'S GARAGE, 778 Main Street, ] LEADBETTER'S MACHINE SHOP
who were observing their 25th
sixes, low prices.
BICKNELL
THE WARREN WOMEN'S CLUB
Cleaned by Machine—Also Rebuilt
CAMDEN 2439
Rockland
47tf
Dlst for Universal Homes, Inc.
MFG. CO,, Lime St.
22tf LEADBETTER'S MACHINE SHOP
wedding anniversary, also their
51-ThAS-tf
Is Supporting the
|
PAINTING
and
Paperhanging
C.
E.
FENDERSON
Brownlee Sectional Log Buildings
BABY Parakeets, full line of
granddaughter. Miss Judith Burns
CAMDEN 2439
THREE Room, unfurn. Apt. to |
TEL 1574 | inside and out. all work positively
parakeet foods and mineral health
TEL.
1914
ROCKLAND
or
51-ThAS-tf j 175 CAMDEN ST.
NATIONAL
PROGRAM
of
Farmington
State
Teachers
Col

Honse Phone 928
138-tf guaranteed. Will furnish materiel. let. bath, cab. sink, stove, heater,
grit. GRACE’S GARDENS. Mrs.
M061 OLD ORC HARD BEACH
hot water, fine loc., adults. 87 NO
lege.
ICAKK
Carr's
yonr
he&dquarten
Work
accepted
Warren
to
Camden.
Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker St.,
FOR PUBLIC SAFETY
58-tf
74-76
VAN E. RUS MAIN ST., ring 2nd hell.
Marshall Payson, a cadet at
75' x 125’ lots at the seashore, Estimates free
St., Thomaston. Tel. S74.
ltf for Picnic Supplies. Hot dog roast
WELL! WELL! WEIX!
During
the Weekend
7 RM. Duplex"to let. 10 HIGH
ers and forks, hamburg roasters $500 to $700 each. WRITE C. R. % SELL Phone 25-W or 710. P. O
MILL Slabs, cut stove lengths, and broilers 25c to 75c each. TEL
If lt is water you need, write Norwich University in Northfield,
74-76
Courier-Gazette
41-tf Box 701, Rockland.
73tf ST. .Thomaston.
for sale. Large loads. Inquire » LV
Vt.. left Tuesday for Fort Knox,
of
the
Fourth
R
W
’
.
DRINKWATER,
Well
Drill

HEATED and unheated furn.
beaiTestate
DON'T discard your old or
for prices, delivered.
8TARing Contractor. P. O. Box 135. Ky., for a six weeks training
apts.
to
let,
from
$7
to
$15
a
week.
ALL
Metal
Chase
Shingle
Ma

IF
you
want
to
buy
or
want
to
antique
furniture.
Call
H.
JOHN
Mr*.
Carrie
R. SmiMi,
RETT'S MILL, call CReetwood
Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment
3-2589, Warren.________
138tf chine. for sale, $100, 1946 Mercury sell call H. S. SAVAGE. Licensed NEWMAN for restoring and re- Fully equipped with bath, free hot plan also available, no down pay course, and was accompanied by
Secretary.
Tel. and cold water, some with elec, ment necessary. Member of New Carroll Stafofrd. Laconia, N. H.,
WINDOW SHADES and BLINDS 5 pass, coupe. $100. New Colum-1 Real Estate Broker, 1 Fogg St., flnlshing: 48 Masonic St
40-tf 1106-M
’ff stoves, rubbish removed free. V. England and National Association.
for aale; custom made. Call ue; bia garden seeder, junior size, $25. Tel. 1046.
F. STUDLEY, 77 Park St., Tel.
Also heavy duty winch. $25. . LAND ard Buildings for sale
IRON, Steel, Metal, Rags and 8060 and 172 Broadway, Tel. 1234
34-tf
tree
Installation.
Tel
gni.
Warren. Tel. ! $3,000.
Corner of Route 90 and Batteries
wanted.
Call
123.
SEA COAST PAINT OO . 446 CHARLES DOLHAM,
______ «7-tf |
•
!
7 4 7». Simonton Road. Rockport. Suit MORRIS GORDON A SON, Cor.
Main Rt Rockland
#4tf
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS
SUTTON'S RENTAL SERVK F.
<’Af/)RI<’ GflUB Ran*:''. 2 broilers. ' able for small business or with a Leland and Tea Sta., Rockland.
SERVICE ON SEARS' EGIN
Includes Power Lawn Mowere.
for sale, like new. cost $245. Sell little work, a nice house. 6 acres
38-tf
PARTS FROM STOCK
Lawn Spreaders, Lawn Rollers,!
for $115
MAUCH, 87 No. Main land
Call
KNOX
LUMBER
QUARRY VIEW
I will pay top prices for old sec- Garden Sprayers. Paint Spravers,
con AGE LOTS on GEORGES LAKE
71 ?»> PRODUCTS, Cmdn. 402 or Cmdn.
: ond-hand painted commodes of PHONE CAMDEN 478 for informa LEADBETTER'S MACHINE SHOP
TRADING POST
2204.
67-tf
all kinds; $8.00 each for the lift top
tion on Sutton’s Expanding Rental
CAMDEN 2439
$199. to $599.
type. I also pay from $10 to $25
"Trash and Treasures"
FAIRBANKS MORSI
Service Open Saturday evenings.
51-ThAS-tf
each for marble top tables. If you
Antiques. China. Ruga,
COUSENS'
REALTY
A
Water Pumps
CESSPOOL and Septic Tanks
have any old wagon seats, spindle125. DOWN - 3 YEARS TO PAY
Wagon Wheels, Wrought Iron,
JAMES S. COUSENS. Realtor j back settees or antique furniture
UNFURN. Four Room Heated Cleaned, repaired and Installed,
Wood Carved Souvenirs
Far Farm. Home
Lamps
Apt. to let. Hot water. 34 Fulton automatic
Business Opportunities
J
or
dishes,
etc.,
in
any
quantity.
cleaning
equipment.
Open Daily I to 10 P. M.
74-tf Free Inspection and estimates.
| which you would consider dispos- St. TEL. 1379-R.
Cottage*. Lots and Dwelling*
RALPH M. ROBERTS
W. S. Pflhbury A Sea
36 OIA (DI NTY ROAD
AT 81 Union St., large modem, SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
Watorrfllt
21 LIMEROCK ST.
TEL. ISM 1 ing of at real good prices. Write,
TEL. 1894
ROCKLAND, ME.
LIBERTY, MAINE
heated.
3
room
apt.
with
bath.
owned
and
operated.
Tel.
Camden
or
phone
W.
J.
FRENCH,
10
High
Across from Post Office
35-tf
76*78
75-76
28-tI 2687.
55-S-tf
72tl
! St., Camden.
12tf Call 893 day*, 233 evening*.
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ERSKINE, NASH AND ALBEE TOPS

MRS. MABEL FOLSOM ASSIGNED AS

DHIA Production

IN 4-H DAIRY JUDGING CONTEST

K-L HOME DEMONSTRATION AGENT

Record Equalled

AND WILL COMPETE AT ORONO

coln area on July 6 has been in Haggett Herd
the county this week getting ac
Charles Erskine of the Aina Alexander Cunningham and MadSix herds in the Knox-Lincoln
quainted with the work of the
Sod Busters xvas highest scoring elyn Cunningham of North NobleKnox-Lincoln Extension Associa County Dairy Herd Improvement
4-Her in the dairy judging contest boro: David Walker and Johnston
tion.
Association average’s over 1 000
held Friday June 17 at Herhe-t MacDonald of Aina.
Mrs. Folsom is no stranger to pounds of milk per cow during the
Spear’s and Leroy Brown’s in
Ralph Erskine of South Jefferthe Rockland area having lived
month of May according to fi 4-H Club Doings
•North Nobleboro Richard Nash of son: Herbert Moody, Marjorie
here for three years w’hile her late
gures reported by supervisor Ray
Camden, a member of the Simon- Smith and Forrest Carver of Jet
By Laana Shiblea—4-H
husband. Harold Folsom, wa^ em
Orcutt.
ton’s Corner Boys club scored sec- ferson; Ruth and Marieta ErickClub Agent
ployed as wire chief for the Rock
These herds were led by Eben
By Henry Teague
attitude of the various poultry ond highest and E. Thomas Albee bon of Rocklport; Norman and
land-Belfast District of the New’
Haggett’s 23 cows in Damariscotta
0 A few years ago I looked over ’ companies on the question of in of the Aina Sod Busters made Forrest Hunt of Bunker Hill and
England Telephone and Telegraph
third place. These three 4-H mem Alton Gammon of Warren.
Mills which averaged 1.597 pounds
Hope
dependent
growing.
Some
are
a list of feed conversions for a j
Company.
of milk and 62 pounds of fat. one
highly in favor while others prefer bers wall compete in the state
Parents
and
leaders
present
The Hopeful Homemakers held
penny a week broiler flocks. The
The new Home Demonstration of the highest, if not the highest
to control alt flocks possible. Per dairy judging at the University of were: Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Smith
their local exhibition at the Grange
agent is a graduate of the Univer average ever reported in the
range was from six pounds of sonally, I would prefer to raise Maine Aug. 23.
and Frank Flagg of Jefferson:
Hall on Tuesday night, under the
sity of Maine, majoring in home county.
feed per pound of meat down to for a concern that was willing to
Wayne Little of Busy Farmers Emil Erickson of Rockport; Maursupervision of their leader, Mrs.
economics. Although she has not
three pounds and there were very accept my birds either way.
Next was Round Top Farms Joye Pearse. All of the girls pres
I of North Nobleboro placed fourth ice Nash of Camden; Mrs. Hazel
done Extension Association w’ork herd of 39 cows, which averaged ent exhibited in various projects
few of the latter. At thait time would assume that the concern and will accompany the above Gammon of Warren: Mrs. Eldon
before, Mrs. Folsom has had 1,374 pounds of milk and 50 pounds that they were enrolled in and
three pounds was a good conver with the broader outlook would team as an alternate.
Hunt of Bunker Hill; Clifton Walk
teaching experience in the home of fat per cow. Other herds in this gave demonstrations, which were
sion for a 10 week old flock.
Others taking part in the dairy er and Gregory MacDonald of
be less likely to squeeze the
economics field in Portland. We-st- group are: Frank Calderwood. all very good. Those demonstra
How times have changed. Any prices down on independent flocks. judging were:
Brenda Brown, Aina; and I^eroy Brown, Herbert,
brook. Bangor, and most recently Union. 1.270 and 46; Schuyler ting were: Helen Mank, “How to
grower who cannot get better than If the grower is willing to take j Richard
Cunningham,
Robert Spear and Malcolm Little of North
in Cape Elizabeth.
a three pound conversion ~ is be the risk he should be entitled to Spear, Bruce Little, Wayne Brown, Nobleboro.
Hawes, Union, 1.200 and 46; Her make fruit dressing’’;
Maxine
Mrs. Mabel Folsom
low average if the flock is in a the full market price at the time
She has two sons, one serving bert Hawes, Union, 1109 and 41; Libby, “How to set a table”;
normal healthy condition. It is of sale as well as fair treatment
Mrs. Mabel Folsom who will as w’ith the Armed Forces in Korea Gerald Hall. Union. 1.045 and 38. Juanita Johnson, “How to freeze
Teen-Age Diets
true that there have been definite on weight and shrinkage. Flocks
sume her duties as Home Demon and the other engaged in news Clifton Walker. Aina had a herd strawberries’;
Janet Peabody,
feed improvements and som bet that are picked up should be put on
stration Agent for the Knox-JJn- paper work in Connecticut.
average of 853 and 43.
“How to make French dressing”;
Called Deficient
terment of birds, but some credit the scales with no unnecessary
High producing cow for the Bernice Gamage, “How to use a
goes to the contract operators waiting and under no circum
accessories. She carried a w’hite month was Schuyler Hawes’ Edna pressure Saucepan"; and Francine
A number of authorities, Secre
^hviio have put broiler growing on stances should birds be exposed
prayer book w’ith a white orchid. which produced 2.730 pounds of Johnson, “How to make white
tary of Agriculture Benson among
VINALHAVEN
a more systematic and scientific to the hot sun outside the plant.
The bride’s sister, Mrs. James milk and 117 pounds of fat during sauce”. After the demonstrations,
them, have described the teen-age
basis.
On the other hand if the grower
MRS ALLIE F. LANE
Carlton, was matron of honor. She the month. Forty-nine cows from Bernice Gamage. Francine and
girl as the poorest-fed member of
Correspondent
There have been times during expects fair treatment at the
wore a gown of light blue faille 13 herds made the monthly honor Juanita Johnson sang two songs
Telephone 98-2
the American family. Dr. Ercel
the past few years when I have dressing plant he should put every
with white accessories. She car roll by producing over 1.700 pounds accompanied by Mrs. Joye Pearse.
thought thaf more emphasis was effort into producing good birds.
ried an old fashioned bouquet of of milk or 70 pounds of butterfat
Eppright of low’a State College re
By Roy Gross
North Warren
placed on quantity than quality, It works both ways and on the
during the month.
Monarda Council of Pocahontas pink flowers..
cently stated that 50 per cent of
The
20th
meeting of the White
but that is not at all true today. whole that is how’ the broiler in
Twenty-one cows have been on
Emery’ Jordan of Winthrop,
held regular meeting at Red Men’s
these girls in one group which was
Oak
4-H
Club
was held at the
The
Knox-Lincoln
Soil
Conser

I don’t know’ exactly when the dustry is now’ operating. Almost
Hall, Tuesday night. At the close brother of the groom, was best the honor roll for two or more
change came—it w’as probably everyone connected w’ith broilers vation District supervisors held studied were on diets w’hich ap of ceremonies a box lunch was man. The mother of the bride, w’ore consecutive months. These are Grange Hall with the leader. Mrs.
Hazel Gammon. There was a 100%
gradual, but I am sure that the is pretty happy at the present their monthly meeting at Roy peared to be grossly inadequate. served.
a navy nylon gown with white ac from five different herds. Eben
attendance at this meeting and
This
deficiency
is
not
confined
to
strides have been rapid during the time and here’s hoping we all Brown's farm during the evening
Mrs. Ira MacDonald, daughter, cessories with corsage of white Haggett’s cow Emily, on for five
there were five visitors present.
the female sex. Nutritionists have
last two years or so and then end stay that way.
months.
has
produced
10,920
carnations
and
pink
sweet
peas.
Mrs. Wilfred Lloyd and her daugh
of June 21. In addition to the reg
During the meeting, the members
found that male teen-agers, also,
is not in sight.
ter Karen are visiting in Medford, The bridegroom’s mother wore an pounds of milk and 420 pounds of
ular business meeting, the films
completed their check sheets and
are often addicted to inadequate
The great majority of broilers
aqua crepe gown with navy acces fat to date.
Mass.
that have been taken were re
Farm
Equipment
it was decided to have the club
diets. A major lack seems to be
going to market today are top i
Twelve cows from eight herds
M rs. Julia Johnson is the guest of sories with corsage of white carna
viewed by the group. Practices be
tour and picnic in July. Before
meat,
which,
due
to
its
high
whole
grade chickens. PouPtrymen them Builders7 Profits
ma^e the 305 day lactation honor
her sister. Mrs. William Whitney tions and pink sweet peas.
ing planned and established in
and after the meeting, the mem
protein content, is one of the foods
selves are particular about the
Following
the
ceremony,
a
wed

roll.
These
were
led
this
month
by
in Rockport.
clude: reforestation, contour strip
bers cut out babj’ clothes, as a
which do the most to promote and
^gkinds of birds they put on the din- Less Than In '47
Miss Lauretta Shields who has ding luncheon was served at “The Herbert Hawes, cow number 216cropping, contour plowing and tim
part of their community project.
maintain
mental
and
physical
■ ner table but not a one would hesi
been the guest of Miss Diane Hilt Islander’’ at a beautifully appoint 703 which produced 18,090 pounds
Modern farm equipment is an ber stand improvement. George health and vigor. Nutritional find
Tenants Harbor
tate to eat the average broiler
in Union, returned home Wednes ed table decorated with vari-col- of milk and 653 pounds of fat in
Birkett. who is taking the pictures
ings indicate that children from 13
absolute necessity today. The time
On Monday afternoon, the Bicy
going to market today.
ored
Iris.
The
luncheon
included
that
time.
day.
accompanied
by
Miss
Hilt,
is doing a very good job.
to 19 years of age need from 30 to who will visit Miss Shields for a a “Bride’s Cake’’ made by Mrs.
A few years back most of the when human and animal power
The average herd consisted of 23 cle Boys Club met at Lewis Hatch’s
Plans are being drawn up for
50 per cent more of certain vital
best birds were coming from in could do the basic work of agri
Mae Brown of “The Islander,” the cows of which three were dry home with their leader Mrs. Ger
few days.
a wildlife marsh development on
food nutrients than their fathers
dependent growers for the simple
Mrs. May Davis is a patient at first slice of which was cut by the cows. Each cow, on the average trude Hupper. At roll call, the
culture has gone, never to re the farm of Arthur Nissen of Dam- and mothers. In acquiring those
reason that the independent has
Maine General Hos-pital in Port- bride and groom before serving. produced 874 pounds of milk and boys answered by telling what pro
ariseatta.
The
engineering
work
nutrients, our 16.000,000 teen-agers
to raise good birds with good con turn. The tractor and the other
The newlyweds left on the 4 p. m 34 of fat. and paid about $4 over jects they had started and what
land.
is being done by the district per
could profitably increase their an
version to survive.
Independents machines make possible maximum
boat for Rockland and from there farm costs and production per they had actually finished in their
Margery
Conway
anw
Mrs.
Mrs.
sonnel and Steve Powell, state bi
nual meat consumption by the
work—most of the boys are en
are still sending fine birds to the production at Minimum cost in
Phyllis Maddox returned Thursday by auto, for their wedding trip to cow.
ologist. will provide the technical
huge figure of 992,000.000 pounds— ,
,n,
.
.
rolled in the garden and poultry
dressing plants but they have no both money and effort.
Lake
Winnipesaukee
in
New
Hamp

.
*
.
/
i
Irom
Thomaston,
where
they
at

information on wildlife develop
w’hich works out to about 62 pounds
management
projects. They voted
monopoly on quality any longer.
The selling price of these ma
shire.
They
will
be
at
home
after
tended the school of instruction of
ment.
apiece.
to have their club tour on July 11
The systems that I speak about chines is an important matter to
July 4 at 18 Green street. Augusta.
the Eastern Star.
Educators and others are giving
and are planning on having their
are plans laid out for contract the farmer. And, no doubt, many
The bride is a graduate of Grange Corner
Delegates to the Augusta con
intensive attention to this teen-age
de monstations soon.
growers. They are methods that a farmer has sometimes wondered Amazing Variety
vention of the American Lgeion Vinalhaven High School and of
problem now, which is all to the
have been tested and proven in if the price tag contained an ex
were: Gracie Lawry. Alice Whit Gorham State Teachers’ College.
Georges Valley Grange
Of Packaged Foods good. Anything which helps to im tington. and Edith Poole from the Both are engaged in teaching in
the field.
cessive amount of profit.
Why SNOW’S"*,
prove the eating habits of our
An answer to that is found in a
The demand for good growers
The dairy supper of June 29 is
Lewiston.
American Legion Auxiliary.
young people will make an impor
as terrific at the present time and survey made of hundreds of farm Eases Cook's Work
Out of town guests to attend the our main subject now. The follow
Miss Eliza Patterson and Eu
the competition among dressing equipment
dealers
scattered
The nation’s eating habits have tant contribution to the nation’s fu genia Carver have returned from wedding were: Rev. and Mrs. ing committee has been appointed
RETREADS
,
plants is very keen. Actually, any throughout the country, and cover undergone an amazing change in ture welfare.
their teaching in Somerville, Mass. . Robert Towner of Lewiston. Mr. to help. Marguerite Griffin. Angie
Mrs. Bessie Morton is in Cam- and Mrs. Elmer Jordan of Lisbon Fish. Shirley
one with ordinary intelligence and ing the 1947-54 period. It shows a very short period of time, due
Brown and Inez
den for a visit with her daughter 1 Falls, Mr. and Mrs. Emery Jor- Ames.
willingness to co-operate should be that profits have gone dow’n steadi to the enterprise of manufacturers, Feet Can Spread
and son-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Wil- dan <>f Winthrop, Miss Jacqueline
able to follow’ the plans laid out ly and sharply. In 1947 those pro processors and retailers. U. S.
July 5 is Guest Officers Night.
lard Chapin.
j Jordan of Lisbon Falls, Miss Shir- Each officer to get his own offi
for producing a good flock. But fits, before taxes, amounted to Nows and World Report summed Disease On Farm
Masons and members of the Eas- , loy Jordan of Lisbon Falls. While in cer or contact the secretary.
many try it and give it up because 9.35 per cent of the gross business. up what has happened in a sen
Feet can spread contagious tern Star will attend Union Church ■ town they were guests of Mr. and
they arc not willing to keep up the In 1950 they came to 4.95 per tence when it said: “The compli
Clara Wentworth
and Hilda
pax?e seven days a week for a cent. In 1953 the figure was 2.5 cated processing and packaging viruses and bacteria to livestock or Sunday, at the 11 o’clock service, j Mrs. Edward Macdonald. High Stockbridge attended the Mystery
10 week stretch. It takes very per cent. And last year is was only of today’s foods increase costs but poultry, warns a recent bulletin in observance of St. John’s Sunday, j street.
Patron meeting at Acorn Grange
little neglect >to change a good fractionally higher—2.62 per cent. this change has come in response from the American Foundation for Rev. W. S. Stackhouse will preach, |
June 15.
His subject “Masons, Quarries, '
^r- Conley will be at his VinalThe reasons why farm machinery to demands of consumers who, Animal Health.
flock to a poor flock.
The Third and Fourth Degrees
“Whether /the feek belong to Stones and Tribes.” Fathers are j haven office from the arrival of the were conferred on three candi
The first week is perhaps the costs more now’ than it used to are thanks to a rising national income,
most critical of all for the birds simple enough. In the flrst place, have been eager to buy the amaz flying birds, predatory rodents, also invited to be present. There' boat Tuesday afternoon, June 28, dates.
Top Grade Rubber
are most sensitive at the early the expenses that must be borne by ing variety of food now’ on the shel stray dogs or human visitors is will be special selection by the all day Wednesday and leave on the
The Poultry Association meeting
Snow's use only the finest
beside
the
question
provided
they
Thursday morning boat, June 30. will be held at the Grange Hall,
age. Anyone would think that no the manufacturers and dealers ves and in the refrigerated bins of
choir.
of live tread rubber.
Cus- |
are
contaminated,”
says
the
For appointments call Dr. Earle’s June 28. Refreshments will b**
poultry man would think of not have soared, just as in the case today’s supermarket.’’
tomers soy retreads give
Jordan-Macdona
Id
Foundation.
75
77
office, 95. Vinalhaven.
being ready for chicks to arrive of any other business. They must
served by Home and Community
The magazine also pointed out
equal or greater mileage
Large baskets of white carna
'flfor there is plenty of advance pay the high going price for labor that food is an excellent buy. A
“Whenever a contagious disease
Welfare committee. The proceeds
than the original treads.
tions and white gladioli were used I
is
present
on
your
farm
be
fair
and
everything
else.
Secondly,
the
warning. But I have had hatcherywill go for a worthy cause, a sis
day’s earnings of an average
as the decorative background at |
nien tell me almost unbelievcable farmer has demanded and re worker will buy far more food and warn away all visitors from
ter Granger who is in the hospital
yarns. The latest one concerns a ceived more complicated and more than w’as the case 30 years age. yards, feedlots or farm buildings. the altar in Union Church, Tuesday I
and will be for weeks to come.
raiser who had not even gotten versatile machines that do a bet And where it used to take a typical If possible prevent traffic of all afternoon, June 21, at 1 o’clock,
Meenahga Grange
around to light his brooders when ter production job. But he can be housewife 5% hours to prepare a wheeled vehicles in and out of for the wedding of Edith Lyle ;
Plans
were
discussed at the Mon
Macdonald
of
Vinalhaven
and
Ken

your
place.
If
visitors
must
come
certain
that
he
is
getting
top
value
the chicks arrived. Fortunately the
day’s food for a family of four,
day night meeting tor a dairy sup
in, be sure they wear rubber foot neth C. .Iordan of Lisbon Falls. !
hatchery man was responsible. He for his equipment dollar.
she can now do the work in l1^
per which is to be served before
did not unload his chicks and leave
hours using ready-to-serve items. wear and wash them clean of yard R“V Robert Towner of the United j
the meeting nxt Monday night. A
Baptist Church of Lewiston. offl j
but he stayed until every brooder
Progress of a similar character dirt before leaving.
Careful Inspection
re-organization meeting for the
“Couple all common precautions ciated at the double ring service. .
was going and then helped put
has not. been confined to foods. It
Snow's check every casing
County Agent's
Mrs. Henry Anderson, organist,
Busy
Bodies
will
be
held
at
Net

against
disease
exposure
with
a
around food and water and finally
is found in all other lines of con
for defects. Your assurance
tie Winchcnbach’s home on June
helped dump the chicks under the
sumer goods. It's a safe bet that three weeks’ isolation of newly played the traditional wedding j
of long, safe driving.
Corner
30, with a dinner served at noon.
purchased
animals
and
you
can
music.
brooders.
our
great-grandmothers
would
Baked
beans,
rolls
and
coffee
will
The
bride
is
the
daughter
of
Mr.
usually
avoid
costly
trouble.
If your chicks arrive a little
find a modern retail store unbe
be furnished, those attending are
I Sauo 50^- Guaranteed |
"If any new animals show symp and Mrs. Edward Macdonald of
late, it may not be the fault of
lievable. They'd be open-mouthed
Dear Farmer:
this town. The bridegroom is the
requested
to
bring
a
dish
and
con

toms
of
disease,
a
veterinarian
Snow's retreads cost 50% _
the man bringing them for he may
at the extent of the stocks, the at
Many of our farmers are now
tribute 25c each for the stove fund.
• less than new tires, yet have •
have had some extra chores along
tractiveness of the displays, the should be called to diagnose the son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jordan
putting up grass silage. First to
The brothers will be welcome to
| a new tire guarantee.
|
^he way. There can be excuses
standards of packaging and sanita condition and prescribe treatment of Xisbon Falls. The bride, given
attend the dinner if they wish.
Tor such diligence such as sudden put up hay, that I know of, was tion, and the efficiency of the ser before it has a chance to spread,’’ in marriage by her father, wore
Keep Maine Green!
a gown of coral orlon. with white
The Grange has been invited to
| Ask for Snout's Retreads at |
illness or accident, but if the Mason Johnson in Rockland. It’s vice. And they’d certainly envy the Foundation concludes.
attend the morning service at the
raiser is just plain negligent, he good to see the Mason taking ad their granddaughters the wealth
I your frltndly neighborhood |
Village Methodist
Church next
is probably in the broiler busi vantage of a few’ good days to put of labor-saving conveniences of all
service station ar garage.
his
hay
up.
One
<>f
the
important
Sunday (meet at the church at
ness for only a brief duration.
kinds that are regarded as neces
10.45 a. m.).
In spite of tthc improvement in things in farming is to be set up sities in present day homes.
contract growing and more favor to take advantage of breaks in the
All this is the result of competi
Wessawcski’ag Grange
^PORTLAND 6- AUBURN^
able terms offered growers, there w’eathcr to get crops harvested tion, on both the manufacturing
By Thelma Murray
is a definite trend toward inde when they arc ready.
and retailing levels. We get more •
June 22. wc held our Dairy sup
Putting his hay in now, when a
pendent growing. This is a nat
in return for our labor than we ,
per. This was put on by the Home
silo
isn
’
t
available,
is
going
to
put
ural outgrowth and shows that the
ever did.
and Cummunity Welfare members
industry is slowly stabilizing. much more protein in the barn
Helen Hill. Hattie Brown and
than
if
Mason
had
waited
until
There are always new growers
Keep Maim* Green!
Lina Gray.
coming along but not in the great July to start haying.
Theme of the program was
Safety
is
an
important
factor
on
mass of four or five years ago
“Light of Home” and included “A
when the expansion was moving at farms and ni homes.
Creed for Homemakers by Helen
For instance, I heard the other
full speed ahead.
Hill. “Household Hints” by Ix>uise
day
that
a
television
aerial
should
During these, years just passed,
Butler, Annie Dennison Helen
£ growers have been watching the be grounded not by just sticking a
Hill. Hilda Niles, Susie Sleeper
steel
rod
in
the
ground;
but
by
markets and studying the situation
Marietta Meally and Evelyn Hunt
until many have become convinced putting a copper shaft down in a
A, Bust m
Icy.
that there arc more dollars in in six foot hole and curling it around
Copld In Sprtnetlme
Poem, “I Like to go to Grange”
dependent growing than in con and around. This gives good con [AST TERMS
are the wheel, at aar aaw
-iby Susie Sleeper; tableau, “Home”
tract grow'ing. This certainly can tact with the soil over a large area
AaUnuUe TrlaUac Preaa
by
Louise
Butler
and
Ruby
Maki
be true and then again there arc of soil and should work even if the
nen; poem. “She Doesn’t” by
Bat we will Had Mae to Ba
soil is comparatively dry.
pitfalls.
Margaret Tinker; Daily Needs, by
rear wort—brtnr la ywar arOee.
Of course, no aerials should be Surq« Units $5 00 down ond up to 74 months to
There is a vast difference in the
Mildred Mills.
attached to a chimney.
poy bnlonco EASY TERMS on Surge Stolk. Ripe
It will receive earefal, graa*t
The lecturer’s march was won
How atxmt stair wells and ele Ibet ond All Surge Milking Equipment
atteattoa.
• less i o. o».
by Susie Sleeper.
vator shafts in our buildings? Do •IlfM H totarvod to withdraw this propot>fl»««
CLAYT BITLER
at any tiaw.
A pot luck supper will be served
THE COURIER- GAZETTE
they have guard rails, or are they
Tour Surge Service Ouofur
The trend toward suburban living has prompted manufacturers to build more utility as well as beauty
at 6 o’clock at the next meeting,
Wants to See YOU About
open for you to slip and fall two
into their estate wagons. Huiek. for example, has split the rear seat of its estate wagons to provide room
JOB PRINTING DEPT.
July 13.
Charles Stackpole
or three stories?
for one, two or three paaaengrrs. as the occasion requires. The panels at the top show how the rear seat ran
TELEVISION
BICHAKD P. LEFUN. 8a*A
The
Mystery
Patron
will
be
at
be
lowered
to
provide
additional
cargo
spare
and
still
have
room
left
for
passengers.
Buick's
all-steel
estate
Sincerely,
TEL. 110-3
THOMASTON
O-aw-tf
wagon comes in both the Special and Century series.
Pleasant Valley Grange, June 28.
4S-S-82 I
Gilbert B. Jaeger, County Agent
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Beauty And Utility Combined In Estate Wagon
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

BOB BLAKE'S WILD BATTLE WITH

THOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GEORGE NEWBERT, HIGH ST., TEL. 156-5

BRUIN MAY BECOME A CLASSIC

[This Is Not a Legal Advertisement]

OF MOOSEHEAD HUNTING LORE

Children between ages of 8 and
13 wishing to learn square dancing Sally Crockett; piano selection by
please call Mrs. George Newbert. Jacqueline Chapin; vocal solo by
Tel. Thomaston 156-5.
76*lt Thelma Stone, and a duet by Thel
ma Stone and Barbara Holbrook,
accompanied by Jessie Innis; and
a piano solo by Jessie Innis. Deli
CAMDEN
cious refreshments of sandwiches,
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
ice cream, tea cakes and coffee
Correspondent
were served, with Mrs. Katherine
Telephone 2197
Dow and Mrs. Jennie Wellman in
charge. Mrs. Mary Alley was giv
Mrs. Charles Dailey is a surgk en a shower of cards and hankies
cal patient at the Camden Com j in observance of her birthday.
munity Hospital.
The Rev. Mervin L. Deems of
Peter Rolerson, son of Mr. and Bangor Theological Seminary will
Mrs. Frank Rolerson of Glaston be the guest speaker at the First
bury, Conn., is visiting his aunt, : Congregational Church on Sunday
morning, with the service begin
Mrs. Percy Hopkins.
There will be a public baked ning at 10.30.
bean supper at the Methodist worth in Schenectady, N. Y.
John Bresnehan of Pittsfield.
Church on Saturday evening, June
25. Servings will be from 5.30 to Mass., is the guest of his grand| father, D. A. Dougherty.
7 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wadsworth
Naomi Sewing Circle will meet
; have returned home after visitat the IOOF Hall on Friday eve
I ing with Mr. and Mrs. Francis
ning. A quilt is to be tacked.
j Bresenhan of Pittsfield, Mass., and
Thomas Knight, Mrs. Marian attending the graduation of John
Hopkins and Gertrude Fogg were ; Bresenhan. They also visited with
among those who attended the O. Mr. and Mrs. Walter John WadsE. S. School of Instruction held at | Special pins and certificates were
Thomaston Wednesday.
| awarded outgoing President Frank
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Hopkins Thomas and outgoing Secretary
were given a surprise housewarm Dean Fisher. Tribute was paid
ing on Wednesday evening by their Immediate Past President Frank
Chestnut street neighbors, at their Thomas in the form of speeches
new home on Washington street. and gift for the outstanding job he
Refreshments of ice cream, cake has done in heading the local
and punch were served. Mr. and lions over the past year of serMrs. Hopkins were presented gifts , vice to their community.
and a sum of money by their , The head table was decorated
Hiom oy Cuiien
friends. Those present were, Oscar I with flowers, a prowling lion and j
To the victor belongs the spoils. In this ease the spoils are the
Chapin, Arthur Swan, Mrs. Anne conventional Lions colors. The la- ’ hide of the loser, Mr. Bear, who came oat second best in a wild battle
Hobbs, Mrs. Eunice Gale McCobb, dies were adorned with red, white on Moosehead’s shores Thursday. Bob cuddles his prize on the front
Miss Nellie Gale, Margaret and and pink gardenias. All enjoyed a lawn of his Morse’s Corner farm.
Ruth Simonds, Mrs. Grace Lowe, delicious turkey dinner and furth-1 Bob Blake, Thomaston select-1 In bruin’s chest there might have '
Mrs. Nellie Greenlaw, Mrs. Sally er entertainment included True
man and Rockland restaurant op- been a aense of great hurt at the
Lord, Mrs. Ada Dickens, Mrs. Spear, Jr., and Harry Goodridge,
erator. has tried to get a bear all i indi*’'nilies visited upon him by this
Gail Starkey, Mr. and Mrs. Har the Rockport Wood Butchers, and .. ,
,
,
,
violator of his woodland domain,
his hunting days; but he had to go , o
m
Miss
Sonia
Skoglund,
trombonist
j
vard Littlefield, Mr. and Mrs. Os
In Bob s there doubtless rose to
car Grinnell, Mr. and Mrs. Cap**n from St. George accompanied by fishing to get one—and then had , th8 surface the prospects of real- I
Abbott. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wil Mrs. Skoglund on the piano.
to club him to death.
| izing his life’s ambition the bagson, Mr. and Mrs. Alden Knight,
Even though it was a fishing trip, ' ffing of Maine’s most elusive game
Camden Lions Activities
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Green. Mr.
The Camden Lions 26th annual and the incident took place on the animal, the bear.
and Mrs. John Clayter, Mr. and installation and Ladies’ Night was
Finally, Bob closed in and with
Mrs. Malcolm Humphrey, Mrs. held at Whitehall Inn Tuesday. shores of Maine’s biggest lake, this one mighty swing from a position
Sue Crawford, Mrs. Marjorie Tor Eighty eight Lions, ladies, visitors isn’t a fish story, even if it is one I within reach of those flailing paws,
rey, J. A. Brewster, Mrs. Myrtle and guests attended the installa almost as big as Moosehead.
I larruped bruin smack on the nose.
It seems that Bob and Ed Elliot
Gould and John Paul.
tion of Incoming President Robert
Stunned, bruin paused to shake his
of Thomaston were cruising on
Past Noble Grands Night and Laite.
head and that was his mistake. A
Moosehead
about
noon
Thursday,
Brothers Night were observed at
second blow floored him and the
Guests included: President and ,
the regular meeting of Maiden Mrs. Roy Hunter of the Rockport doing a little fishing, when they third and successive wallop in a
Cliff Rebekah Lodge Wednesday Dions Club, Miss Pamela Dwinal, 1 beached out their light, outboard rain of mighty whacks sent bruin
evening. The following past noble Miss Janet Bland. Master Thomas powered craft and started inland to the Happy Hunting Grounds.
to explore a likely brook.
grands were introduced and pre Bland, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Perley
When Bob calmed down, and Ed
The trip took upwards of an hour
sented with gifts: Mrs. Inez Cros Woodman of Bangor. Mr. and Mrs.
and they worked their way back came to life, they dressed the crit
by, Mrs. Doris Dority, Mrs. Ma Harold Bliss of Peabody, Mass.,
downstream with thoughts of the ter and loaded him into the boat
rion Gray, Mrs. Jeannette Denni William Brown of Millinocket, Gil- i
lunch which had been left in the for Greenville. As far as they were
son, Mrs. Mary Alley, Mrs. Jes bert and Karen Laite, Mrs. Helen
concerned, the job was done and
boat at the water’s edge.
sie Satterlee, Mrs. Lillian Herrick. Richards, Mrs. Marjorie Torrey, j
Emerging from the woods, both they were homeward bound.
Mrs. Grace Howe, Mrs. Mary Mrs Elmer Young, Mrs. Marion !
men spotted a head bobbing up | However, in Greenville, they cre
Mitchell, Mrs. Nema Smith, Mrs. Hopkins and Mrs. Blanche Bis
and down in the boat, and in a sec ated a sensation. It turned out that
Margaret
Wood,
Mrs.
Mabel hop of Camden.
ond Bob identified it as belonging bears had been brought into the
Stinson. Mrs. Margaret Sullivan
Dion Charles Dwinal acted as to a bear. Perhaps anger at the outpost community which borders
was a guest past noble grand from Toastmaster and introduced the ruining of their lunch hy the wood the hunting wilds, deceased from
Roslindale, Mass. Gene Howe, installing officer,
International land burglar and the thought of rifles, shotguns, pistols and maybe
Herbert Keller and Harold Han Councellor Gerald Grant of Rock at long last getting his bear 1 even the bow and arrow back
sen were also introduced and pre land who launched the new officers prompted Bob to launch into what ! in the days of the (Indians, but
sented a gift. The following pro on their year of executive duty to w'as to follow in the next few mo I never had one been bagged by the
gram under the direction of Miss Bionism. Other incoming officers ments.
hunter just mixing it up with
Bessie Bowers was given; piano include: Vice Presidents Douglass
With a yell “It’s a bear’’, he bruin with only a club to fight
solo, Sharon Watts; reading, Jen Kelley, Dean Fisher and William grabbed a stout club lying a few with.
nie Wellman; trumpet solo by Mar Brawn; Secretary Lester Gross; feet away and took off toward the I Now. all there is left to do is for
garet Huntley, accompanied by Assistant Secretary Ervin Ross; boat and bruin. His companion i a hunter to bring in one he
Treasurer Donald Richards; As stood stricken motionless by the has turned over on his back and
sistant Treasurer Walter Wads turn of events. One moment Bob | tickled to death.
worth; Tail Twister George Pres was a placid individual enjoying a
Bob is going to skin the two year
cott; Lion Tamer David Crockett fishing trip on Moosehead
the old. 145-pound bruin and have his
who was absent due to a recent next he was a howling maniac in ! skin made into a rug.
illness; Historian Leon Crockett; tent of capturing himself a bear, , Some number of years hence Bob
and Directors George Durkee, Bill dead or alive.
may tell the small fry about his
Otto. Millett Perkins and Roland
Dashing up to the boat, Bob bout with bruin when they query
Crockett.
fetched bruin a mighty thump on him as to how he got the rug. As
the rump to which Mr. Bear res he tells the story, every word the
A genius is a man who has the ponded with an outraged howl, the gospel truth, colored a little, per
ability to get other people to fur fishermen’s lunch still in his gap haps with the passing years, the
nish the money to carry out his ing jaws.
$25, $100, $200 up to $1200
kids may think the old boy. in his
From then on. Ed figured he had advanced years, has gone slightly
plans.
in 1
a ringside seat to the brawl of the i off his rocker, for who could kill
On Your Name Only, or Other Plans
century. Bob weighed in for the a bear with a stick.
Get money for vacation expenses,
scrap at about 160 pounds while
bills, or other purposes. Spread re
CAMDEN
brother bruin in the other corner
payment over a number of months
. . . you choose how many. Consol
in at 145 or so.
SOCIAL DANCE
WOODWORKING checked
idate present monthly payments . . .
Around came the bear, as the
SOUTH THOMASTON
have one lower payment each month.
KNOWLTON ST., CAMDEN'
boat tipped and Bob closed in. The
GRANGE HALL
Come in or, »c tavo time, phono fint
TEL. 8174
bear got in his swing and missed
Every
Saturday
— 9-12.30
359 Main St, 2nd Floor
with his lethal paw and claws. Bob
Call Us For All Items of
Music by the Nor’Easters
Above leigbton'i Jewelry Store
Donation 50c Everyone Welcome
took his turn and the howls of the
Special Millwork
Phone:1720
83-S-tf
bear were drowned out only by
Sash, Doors, Moldings.

MONEY

DAY

life Insurance At No Additional Cost

PUBLIC LOAN
CORPORATION

Camden

Kireplace Mantels, Entrances.
We Will Duplieute Anything
of Wood. Prompt Service.
74-79

OF ROCKLAND

Theatre

TOMORROW

Bob’s shouts as he swung his
stout and mighty club.
In the boat and out. the battle
went on with bruin swinging his
powerful paws and Bob the club.
The water flew and the beach
gravel too as the contestants ma
neuvered to positions of advantage.

Wills Allowed: Jeannette Shields
Johnson, late of Vinalhaven, de
ceased. Victor H. Shields of North
Haven appointed executor; Arthur
F. Wisner, late of Rockland, de
ceased. Edward M. Lawrence of
Rockland appointed Admr. c. t.
a.; George Ernest Brigham, late
of Warren, deceased, Martha Eliz
abeth Brigham of Warren appoint
ed executrix.
Pets. For Administration Grant
ed: Estates, Grace B. Brown, late
of Appleton, deceased, Floyd K.
Gushee of
Appleton appointed
admr.; Ernest G. Pitcher, late of
Washington. deceased. June A.
Pitcher of Washington appointed
admx.; Eunice E. Shorey, late of
Thomaston, deceased. Lena E.
Shorey of Thomaston ajipointed
admx.; Victor Chaples, late of
Cushing, deceased.. Ralph H. Rand
of Cushing appointed admr.; Lil
lian Chaples, late of Cushing, de
ceased. Ralph H. Rand of Cushing
appointed admr.
Pet. Perpetual Care Burial Lot
Granted: Estates, Susie S. Brew
ster, late of Rockland, deceased,
filed by William L. Brewster, ex
ecutor.

Accounts Allowed: Estates, Bet
sy Kelwick of Vinalhaven. first ac
count filed by Emily Dyer, guard
ian; Charles Googins, late of St.
George, deceased, first and final
account filed by Celeste Googins.
administratrix; Eva
T. Perry,
late of Warren, deceased, first and
final account filed by Ira E. Per
ry, exr.; Leslie Oakes, late of Vi
nalhaven, deceased, first and fi
nal account filed by Forrest Oakes,
exr.; Annie F. Simmons, late of
Rockland, deceased, first and fi
nal account filed by F. Eaton Sim
mons, exr.; Elizabeth R. Hutchin
son, late of Rockland, deceased,
first and final account filed by
Jerome C. Burrows, exr.; Emma
M. Lane, late of Vinalhaven, de
ceased, first and final account
filed by George L. Burns, exr.;
Herbert Thorndike, late of Rock
land, deceased, first and final ac
count filed by LI ewe 11a Milks, exx.;
Susan E. Moran, late of Rockland,
deceased, first and final account
filed by Edward C. Moran, Jr.,
exr.; Arthur Wadsworth, late of
Camden, deceased, first and final
account filed by Orion R. Wads
worth, executor; Lucy E. Robbins
of Camden, first and final account
filed by Helen E. Potter, conserv
ator; Ernest C. Fales, late of
Camden, deceased, first and final
account filed by Mary A. Fales,
admx.; Margaret G. Ruggles, late
of Thomaston, deceased, first and
final account filed by Rita C.
Smith and John R. Egerton, exrs.;
Louise Beale Eckert, late of St.
George, deceased, second and fi
nal account filed by Greenwich
Trust Company, admr. c. t. a.;
Jennie Mank of Friendship, final
account filed by Jerome C. Bur
rows, guardian; Helen M. Smith,
late of Thomaston, deceased, four
teenth account filed by National
Bank of Commerce of Portland,
trustee; Charles E. Hill, late of
South Thomaston, deceased, first
and final account filed by Helen
H. Hills, admx.
Pet. For Distribution Granted:
Estate, Louise Beale Eckert, late
of St. George, deceased, filed hy
Greenwich Trust Comj>any, admr.
c. t. a.
Pots. Probate of W’ill Presented
For Notice: Frank A. Tirrell, Jr.,
late of Camden, deceased, Beulah
S. Tirrell of Camden named exx.;
Carolyn G. Page, late of Camden,
deceased. James N. Emery of
Pawtucket, Rhode Island and Mar
guerite Gushee Bennett of Cam
den named exrs.; William Damoisy
lato of Hope, deceased. Oscar
Goerke of Manhasset, New York,
named exr.; Joseph W. Mills, late
of Camden, deceased, Guy Ben
ner of Camden named exr.; Ellen
B. Thomas, late of Vinalhaven, de
ceased, Henry L. Thomas of Vi

nalhaven named exr.; Everett M.
Cunningham, late of W’arren, de
ceased, Grace E. Cunningham of
Warren, named exx.
Pets. For Adm. C. T. A. Pre
sented For Notice: Estates, Ade
laide R. McNamara, late of Rock
land. deceased, Mary A. Thayer
of Eagle Rock. Va.. named admx.
c. t. a.; George W. Pi escott. late
of Camden, deceased, Milton L.
Prescott of Camden named admr.
c. t. a.; Sadie S. Lyon late of
Camden, deceased, J. Herbert
Gould of Camden named admr.
c. t. a.
Pets. For Adm. Presented For
Notice: Estates, Sherman H. W’hite
late of St. George, deceased, Ada
A. Walp of South Portland named
admx.; Edgar E. Adkins, late of
Owls Head, deceased. Mildred B.
DeAngelis of Bath named admx.;
Alice M. Peabody, late of Warren,
deceased, Ruth Dolham of Rock
land named admx.; Edna E.
French, late of Rockland, deceased
Crosby F. French of Rockland
named admr.
Pet. Perpetual Care Burial Lot
Presented For Notice: Estates,
Ralph E. Richards, late of Cam
den. deceased, filed by Harold S.
Davis, exr.
Accounts Presented For Notice:
Estates, Lena M. Hall of Camden,
first and final account filed by
Maynard C. Waltz. conservator;
Ralph L. Starrett, late of Friend
ship. deceased, first and final ac
count filed by Esther A. Starrett,
admx.; Harriet Snowman Jellison,
late of Hamilton, Ohio, deceased,
first and final account of Eryle
Jellison, admr.; filed by the First
National Bank and Trust Co., of
Hamilton, Oho, exr., of estate of
Eryle Jellison, deceased. Wilfred
L. Nickerson, late of Rockland,
deceased, first and final account
filed by Sherman H. Greene, admr.

ROCKPORT
MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483

Mrs. David Johnston of Quincy,
Mass., was an overnight guest on
Monday of Miss Marion Weidman
at her home on Russell Avenue.
Robert Wayne, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Springer, has re
turned to his home on Union street
after being a patient at Knox Hos
pital in Rockland.

t'huiu uy Cunen
Sooner or later, captains come ashore. In Ibis case, ( apt. Henry
Gallant is ashore at Cap’ll Henry’s Wharf at the Public Landing ant/,
has a new crew. Starting off the season recently, chef Buddy Miller,
shown with the captain, baked a cake for the skipper, complete with
decorations in the form of a .Maine coast dock and a trawler. Captain
and chef pose with the confection presented Henry Thursday. The
cake bore the inscription “Good Luck from the New Crew.”

sent were Mrs .Frederick Rich
ards, Mrs. Walter Carroll, Mrs.
Maynard Ingraham, Sr., Mrs.
Ewald Wolters. Their husbands
joined the party in the evening.

Marvin Welt has returned to1
Elmhurst, N. Y., after spending
last weekend with Mr. and M»-s.
Erwin Sprague and family.
The Try-To-Help Club met Mon
day evening with Mrs. Florence
Knight at her home on Camden
Road. The next meeting will be
held Monday evening at the home
of Mrs. Mary Spear on Camden
Road.

Write

or Telephone

1044 or 770
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DANCE RECITAL

;

;

Presented by
PUPILS OF MARY CUNNINGHAM
Thursday, June 30

x—-—

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
7.45 P. M.
Children's Tickets 50c — Adults 75c

—

STARTS

SUNDAY

*

\X/

1
76-77*

ROCKLAND

FIVE

DRIVE-IN

BIG
DAYS

BIG

ANOTHER

SHOWING

FIRST

C^tep out with Fred end

his Loveliest
Entertainment

Date!

Long Leg*—

55-S-U

SOCIAL ITEMS
APPRECIATED

Maine Green!

Keep

LAKEHURST - DAMARISCOTTA
SUNDAY - MUNDAY - TUESDAY

UJCK

Mr. and Mis. Kenneth Wey
mouth of Camden were Tuesday
evening guests of Mrs. Florence
Knight.

w itli Daddy

(Sunday: Continuous from 8.00 — Feature: 3.00-5.00-7.0019.00)
(Monday-Tuesday: Matinee at 2.00 - Evening 6.45-8.15)

not

Mr. and Mrs. John Erickson
and children Carl and Linda of
Gloucester Heights, N. J., and
Mrs. Martha Glidden of Belfast
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Gifford Calderwood.

Dancing Tonight
LLOYD KAFNEIX AND HIS
DIM HESTRA
0.00 to 1.8ft

LOOSC

Mrs. Louise Underwood returned
this week to her home on Ams
bury Hill after spending several
weeks in Europe.

Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Dodge of
Rockland, accompanied Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Dodge of Limerock
street to Presque Isle, where they
were weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Dodge.

Everett Libby of Manchester. N.
H., spent the weekend at his home
on Amsbury Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Carroll of
Fairfield were in town last Fri
day. visiting at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Carroll. They at
tended the Alumni banquet Friday
evening.
W’illiam Harms, accompanied by
Gene Sabor of Manhattan, N. Y.,
has arrived in Rockport for the
summer and they are staying at
his summer home on Pascal
Avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Struber of
Somerville, N. J., were weekend
guests at the home of Mr. and
Mrs Franklin Clough and daugh
ter Beverly.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Compton,
Jr., and children Susan and Ran
dy spent Sunday as guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Compton. Sr., in
Raymond.
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Adjutant
and daughter of York Beach were
callers W’ednesday of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Rhodes on Commercial
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rider en
tertained a group of friends Wed
nesday afternoon at their cottage
on Meguntieook Lake. Those pre-

Put T»ur Fs4»h In

20,h
Century-Fox
presents

all tlie way

from Pari* to

the Waldorf!

THRU TUESDAY

CINEMASCOPE

* r

Sunday-Monday

True! Wonderful! The Inspiring Story That Thrilled

i.
4K

Millions ... In Cinemascope

t _
BULLET-BLAZING SHOWDOWN
BETWEEN GUNFIGHTER BROTHERS!

"A MAN CALLED PETER"

Molt,

Dndri I,
presents

Weekdays 2.86—7.00—8.1.3

TONIGHT! $210 CASH NIGHT
Randolph Scott in "10 WANTED MEN"
"THE BOB MATHIAS STORY"

JEAN
NEGUlfSCO

HERBERT J. YATES

IN I»ELl XE TECHNICOLOR—RKC.I I.AR PRICES
•

.

' S4MUEL
G. ENGEL

Richard Todd - Jean Peters
Sunday 3.06—6.26—8.43

NEW CREW FETES CAP'N HENRY

PROBATE COURT NEWS

ROAD TO DENVER
■

ENDS
SATURDAY

Sno>8

PHOEBE a HENRT

minipinir,

"THIS ISLAND EARTH" - Jeff Morrow
plus "SONG OF NEVADA" - Roy Rogeri

ENDS SATURDAY

COMING WEDNESDAY

In Technicolor—"SHOTGUN"
Also "THE BOWERY BOYS"

"STRATEGIC
AIR COMMAND"

EMaScOPE

Cl N
starring

Color by DtLUXt

TERRY MOOSE • THELMA RITOR
__________ _
ALSO IN COLOR—DEBR A PAGET - JEFF HUNTER la

"PRINCESS OF THE NILE"

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, June 25, 1955
DOROTHY BORGERSON PLAYING

ROLE IN BOOTHBAY SHOW
At the Universalist Church, the
summer schedule is now in effect
with a total of 45 minute period of
worship and sermonette beginning
at 10.30 a. m. each Sunday. Rev.
George Henry Wood is minister,
and all are cordially welcome.
» • • •

program. On Thursday at 10
o’clock, the Women’s Society will
sponsor a sewing meeting at the
home of Captain. Mary Emery.
The committee is to be Mary
Emery, Edna Havener, Laura
Buswell. If any member desires
transportation, call any member
St. Bernard’s Church in Rock of the committee. If not solicited
land, Sunday services, 8, 9.30 and for food, bring a dessert. The sen
11 a. m.; Our Lady of Good Hope, ior choir will rehearse on Satur
*
Camden, 8 and 9.30 a. m.; St. day evening at 7 o'clock. Pratt
Memorial will broadcast the month
James, Thomaston, 9 a. m.
♦ * * *
of August. Your contribution to
At St. Peter’! Episcopal Church, this special work will be deeply
•ervice: Parish Communion and , appreciated. The new officers of
sermon at 9.30. Weekday services, | the Women’s Society of Christian
Tuesday, Mass at 730; Wednesday, Service will be installed by the i
pastor immediately after the !
Mass at 6 a. m.; Thursday and
morning service. All members of
Friday, Mass at 7.30.
the congregation are invited to I
♦ • ♦ •
Sunday School with classes for remain for this dedication service.
The South Thomaston Methodist
all ages will be held at 9.45 a. m.
Sunday, at the Littlefield Memorial Church will hold its worship ser
vice at 7 o’clock. Rev. Merle Con
Baptist Church.
The morning worship will follow ant will preach on the subject “A
at 11 a. m. with the pastor, Rev. Thoughtful God”. All are welcome
Chester M. Staples speaking. BYF to the service.
* * • •
will meet at 6 p. m. with Miss
At
the
Congregational
Church,
Barbara Young as leader.
The
evening service will be at 7.15 with Rev. Charles R. Monteith, Pas
a lively song period and the final tor; Morning Worship at 10.40.
in the series of request sermons broadcast over WRKD, with ser
the pastor has been giving the mon by the pastor “Biblical
Mountain.
Top
Experiences”.
past two months.
Monday night the finance com James Wentworth, guest soloist,
mittee of the church and any other will present two numbers, and
interested persons will meet at i Miss Doris Sylvester will be the
7.30 p. ni. in the Warren Baptist organist. Nursery care for small
Church with other such commit children of those worshipping with
tees in an Area Meeting to discuss us will be under the direction of
The Sector Project. Tuesday night Mrs. Joseph Emery. Flowers will
at 7.30 the church will meet for be arranged by the Diligent
prayer and praise and study in Dames.
« * * •
the fourth chapter of the book of
The Sunday services of the First
The Acts. Wednesday night the
members of The Lend-A-Hand Baptist Church will start with the
Class and husbands will have their Drive-In Church at 8.30 at Driveannual supper at Beach Inn, Lin In Theatre in Rockport, with the
colnville at 6.30. Any one desiring Assistant Pastor, Rev. Roy Blake,
transportation will please contact giving the message. The Church
Mrs. Margaret Gregory. Friday School Hour will be from 9.30 to
night at 7 p. m. the final program 10.30 with classes for all ages. So
of the DVBS will be held in the far the Sunday School has been
church, at which time the chil ahead in the contest with the Sun
dren will give a demonstration of day School of the Grace Baptist
the Bible verses, songs, etc., they Church in Chico, Calif., but every
have learned and their handiwork one must help to keep it ahead.
for the period will be on display. The morning worship service will
Parents and friends are invited to begin at 10.45, and the sermon will
see what the youngsters have ac be by the Pastor, Rev. Edward T.
complished during the two weeks’ Barram. The Senior Ambassadors
will meet at 5.45 for a time of in- I
period.
* * • ♦
spiration and fellowship. The p: c- j
Sunday morning at 8.45 a. m. the service prayer meeting will be
pastor Rev. Chester M. Staples held at 6.45, before “The Gospel
will speak at the Owls Head Story Hour” at 7. After a period of
Church. Sunday School will follow hymn-singing the service will be
at 10 a. m. and the regular Thurs broadcast from 7.30 to 8 over W
day night prayer meeting will be R K D. The choir will be singng
for the last time this season, and
held at 7.30.
♦ * ♦ ♦
the message will be by the Pastor ;
At the Pratt Memorial Metho Mr. Barram.
dist Church, worship will be at
The second week of the Daily
10.30 when Rev. Merle Conant will Vacation Bible School will be held
preach on the subject “A Thought each morning, Monday through
ful God”. Anne Davis will play
‘Andante Cantabile” hy Beeth
oven, “Lithuanian Folk Song”,
and “Postlude” hy Marchant. |
The junior choir will sing “Ave
Verun” by Mozart, and the senior
choir will sing “I am the Bread
of Life” by Stainer. Dante Pavone
will present as his solo his own
ft arrangement of “The TwentyThird Psalm”.
The Boy Scouts will meet on
Monday evening at 7 o'clock, with
Harold Whitehill directing the

«

«

comprised of outstanding mem
bers from different groups within
the state.

The play, “The Moon is Blue”,
is a triangle plot with a twist, and
brings back two former Boothbay
Playhouse actors. Richard Valen
tine, here two years ago with
“Arsenic and Old Lace” and Wal
ter Dolson of last season’s “Hasty
Heart” have been joined by Doro
thy Borgerson of the Knox County
Theatre Guild.
The new venture of bringing
community theatre productions to
Boothbay has proved its success
in the past and promises excellent
entertainment for this summer.
Dorothy Borgerson has been in
many plays in the Knox County
area. Her acting career started
with the production of “Our Town”
and continued on with many differ
ent and interesting roles.
She has also done directing in
the Knox Theatre Guild of which
she is now vice president, and just
completed her year as a delegate
in the Maine Council of Little
Theatre. This is her first part, the
i part of “Patty” in a regular sum
mer theatre schedule with the
play opening on Tuesday and closI ing on Saturday.
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U. S. Slipping In
Tanker Fleets As

MIRIAM DORMAN MINISTER OF

Give Yourself the

MUSIC FOR VIRGINIA CHURCH

Breaks In Driving

The British Gain
Uncle Sam’s tanker fleet, the ■
world’s leader, is rapidly dropping

into No. 2 spot with the United
Kingdom about to forge into the
lead.

This is revealed by the 13th an-'
nual analysis of world tank ship

fleets made by the Statistical Re- j

search Division of Sun Oil Com
pany.
With 525 tankers, 25 less than
the year before, the United States
carrying capacity at the end of
had only 23 per cent of the world’s
1954. This continued the nineyear downslide from the high of
60 per cent at the close of World
War II.
The most recent fall in carrying
capacity
tumbled the
United
Dorothy Borgerson
Miss Miriam E. Dorman
States to a position in the world
wide
picture
slightly
lower
than
The Boothbay Playhouse is open
it occupied just prior to the war.
ing for the 19th season Tuesday
As for the chances of the United
as Sherwood Keith presents com
States to surge into aggressive WALDOBORO
munity theatre for the third con
MRS. RENA CROWELL
leadership again, the analysts said
Correspondent
the statistics pointed in the other
secutive year.
Telephone Temple 2-9281
direction.
Heading the list of 10 especially
There were only eight tankships
selected plays are the Gallery
under construction or on order inSusan Eugley spent Saturday
Players of Maine, with a cast
! tended for U. S. flag of registry at with her grandmother, Mrs. Mer
! the end of 1954. This compares lin Eugley.
with 95 for Great Britain’s flag.
RAND SMITH TO DIRECT CHOIR
Sunday’ guest of Rev. and Mrs.
The dimming future outlook for Leroy Curtis were Rev. and Mrs.
BEING FORMED FOR FESTIVAL
the U. S. and Britain’s bustling Willis Walker of West Southport.
1 growing prospects are shown clear
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Miller of
EVENTS—VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT
ly by a comparison of the two na Portland. Ore., were recent callers
Rand Smith, noted choir leader years delighted Knox County audi tion's existing fleets plus ship at the home of Ida Morgan and
and singer who has for several ences, has agreed to form a choir building underway and orders on Susie Storer.
of local people for appearance at the books.
Guest Saturday evening of Mr.
On completion of both programs, and Mrs. Lavander Newbert were,
Friday, from 9 to 11.30. With the the Maine Seafoods Festival.
largest attendance on record, a
Mr. Smith, whose summer home each will have about 19 per cent Mrs. Phyliss Genthner and sons
large crowd is expected for the is in the county, will announce of the world’s tanker fleet with r.o Eddie and Teddy. Mr. and Mrs.
closing program on Friday night plans for the choir early next week. indication on the horizon that the Joe Jameson and Judson Benner.
at 7. The Golden Hour of Prayer He pointed out Friday that all sing U. S. will halt its downward move Mrs. Mabie Cross and John Sears
and Praise will be held on Tuesday ers from all towns of the county ment nor that Britain will stop of Washington.
at 7.30, and Saturday night there will be welcomed to rehearsals, climbing.
Mr. and Mrs. Merlin Eugley
British shipyards at the year’s were dinner guests Sunday of Mr.
will be a prayer time at the and the group.
church at 7.30.
In keeping with the returning of end had 149 tankers on the ways and Mrs. Lavander Newbert.
♦ • # ♦
the event to a Down East festival or on order for their own account
Mr. and Mrs. Leston Mank were
How spiritual understanding of atmosphere, the executive board of or for other nations, authors of weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
the law of God opens the door to the directors voted Friday to ac the analysis said in announcing Wesley Mank, in Bangor.
J the survey. At the same time the
individual growth and progress will cept Mr. Smith’s offer.
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Jones of
The choir, which it is hoped will U. S. had one foreign tanker Middleboro. Mass., were callers on
be brought out at Christian Science
services Sunday. Scriptural selec be well over 100 voices, will sing building in addition to its own Tuesday of Mrs. Carrie Hayes.
tions in the Lesson-Sermon en at the coronation of Maine's Sea eight.
Another sharp contrast between
titled “Christian Science” include Goddess and the memorial services
ROCKPORT
the following from Psalms (19:7).: for fishermen lost at sea. Secular the diminishing importance of tho
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sleight
U.
S.
in
the
world
tank
ship
fleet
“The Law of the Lord is perfect, music will be offered at the coro
and children, Mrs. Rose Papineau
converting the soul: the testimony nation and sacred music during the and that of other nations is point
and Diane Lewis of Bangor were
ed
up
by
the
analysts
who
show
of the Lord is sure, making wise memorial services.
Other ap
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Um
the simple.” Sunday services at pearances of the choral group are that since 1945 the U. S. percent. age of carrying capacity has de berger and family Sunday. Diane
10.30 a. m.; Sunday School at 10.30 expected.
remained for a longer visit. Eve
a. m. Wednesday night services
First rehearsal of the group is clined nearly one third.
Meanwhile, the British fleet has ning callers at the Umberger home
at 7 '
planned for Tuesday night July 5.
were Mr. and Mrs. Einar Hansen
* * * *
at 7.30. Festival officials arc now approximately doubled, that of
and Rolf Hansen of Warren.
Norway
trebled
and
the
Panaman

Rev. R. O. Johnston, pastor of seeking a rehearsal hall and will
Robert Bettencourt, who recently
the Church of the Nazarene, will announce the location well in ad ian fleet quadrupled.
received his discharge from the
To
compete
with
the
cheaper
la

be speaking at the morning and vance of the date.
Air Force, where he has been sta
evening services on Sunday; Sun
Again. Mr. Smith invites all sing bor and lower operating costs of
tioned in Texas is visiting his aunt,
day School. 9.45 a. m.; morning ers in the area. Persons wishing foreign flag tankers, the analysts
Mrs. Walter Andrews.
conclude
in
their
announcement
worship, 10.45; Young People’s to place their names on the choir
The Ameateur Farmers 4-H Club
Meeting, 6 p. m.; and Evening list may call festival headquarters. that American operators are turnI boys enjoyed a picnic at Beaver
i
ing
to
the
big,
fast
and
ultra-effiService 7.
Rockland 1556.
' cient supertankers, ships of 24.000 Lodge, Alford Lake, Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Starr mo
deadweight tons or larger.
They put this interpretation on
I the fact that tankers for U. S. reg

WEST

Miss Miriam E. Dorman, daugh
Don’t drive y’ourself to death on
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Dor your vacation!
man of Warren Street. Rockland,
That’s the advice offered by
has been appointed minister of Allstate Insurance Company Agent
music at the Pocahontas Bassett Albert M. Harjula. who points out
Baptist Church in Bassett, Va. that many vacation driving acci
She will take up her new duties dents can be avoided by following
on July 1.
simple vacation driving rules.
She is a graduate of Rockland
If you’re planning a vacation,
High School and received a bach here are safety rules to keep in
elor of science degree from Gor-j mind: Plan your trip so you can
don College in Boston in 1947 and j drive leisurely’ and enjoy it. Don’t
a BSM degree from Southern Bap-' set such a tight schedule that
tist Seminary School of Church ! you’ll wear yourself out to meet
Music in May of thil year.
it; allow yourself time for rest
Before attending the seminary, and refreshment stops on the way.
she was a teacher of week-day re Take periodic breaks from driving;
ligious education in Botecourt don’t try to view scenery on the
County, Va., for five years.
move. When you reach a parti
While attending school, she cular scenic view, pull entirely’
toured the Southern States with off the road, get out of the car,
the seminary choir and served as and enjoy it.
minister of music at the Kenwood
If you plan an overnight stop,
Methodist Church in Louisville.
choose your stopping place before
tored to Boothbay Harbor Wednes
day evening accompanied by their
daughter, who will be employed
at a hotel for the summer.
Oliver Mayhew, clerk at the
Maine Blueberry Growers store is
an appendectomy patient at the
Camden Community Hospital.

SPRUCE HEAD
There will be a meeting of the
Youth Fellowship at 6 o’clock on
Sunday’ evening, June 26, at the
Union
Chapel,
Spruce
Head.
Church services will be held at
7.15 by Rev. Maurice Dunbar.

Mrs. Everett Cunningham of
Warren is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Philip York.
Callers
at
the
home
of
Llewellyn
Elwell
on
Fathers
Dayft were Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Small and son David and daugh
ter Jane, of Ash Point. Mrs. Whit
ney Wheeler of Augusta. Clifford
Elwell of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs.
Seth Batty, daughters Susan and
Laura. Mr. and Mrs. Everett El
well, daughter Diane and son Jon
athan, Herbert Elwell and son
Kenneth, Mrs. Margaret Batty,
daughter Virginia and sons Billy
and Thornton of Spruce Head.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Grassick
returned to their home in Quincy,
Mass.. Wednesday’ after spending
several days at their cottage here.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Halveston
of Philadelphia, are spending the
summer at the Winchenbaugh cot
tage on Spruce Head Lsland.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Elwell
daughter Carol and Mrs. Ruth
Luce called on Mr. and Mrs.
Llewellyn Elwell Monday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Batty re
turned home Saturday after spend
ing a week with Mr. and Mrs. Irv
ing McLeod in Searsport.
Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey and Mrs.
Alice Simmons were supper guests
of Mrs. Callie Rackliff recently.
Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey visited her

night falls. Don’t extend y’our driv
ing just because there is a little
light left. The twilight hours are
among the most dangerous for
driving; be prepared for emer
gencies. If a flat tire ox* motor
trouble occurs, get your car en
tirely off the highway. Carry
warning flags and flares to warn
oncoming traffic.
If you are driving at night and
feel yourself getting sleepy, pull
off the road, get out of the car and
walk around to wake yourself up.
Stop for a cup of coffee at road
side stands. If your drowsy’ feel
ing continues, pull well off tho
highway’ and take a nap. You may
lose a few brief hours, but it’s bet
ter than losing your life.
son and daughter-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Godfrey in Rockland
on Monday.
Mrs. Alice Simmons was guest
of her daughter, Mrs. Millage Ran
dall at Ingrahams Hill Sunday.
Mrs. Edith Frazier, Miss Char
lotte Drake and Mrs. Annie
Drake were guests of Mrs. Llewellym Elwell Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Drake of
North Easton, Mass., arrived last
week to spend the summer at their
cottage on Spruce Head Island.
Mrs. Llewellyn Elwell of Hew
etts Lsland is spending the week
at her home here.
Prof, and Mrs. C. Wilbert Snow
and son Gerogry, of Middletown,
Conn., are spending the summer
at their cottage here.

Usually’ the troubles that hap
pen axe more bearable than the
worry that preceded them.

RUBBER STAMPS
ANT SIZI
On Ord« at

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Lightning Blasts Ancient Pine In Keag

ft

STATE OF MAINE
PUBLIC NOTICE
In conformity with the provi
sions of law and deeming it for
the best interests of the State, the
Commissioner of Inland Fisheries
and Game hereby promulgates the
following rules and regulations for
Knox County, to be effective Au
gust 20. 1955. Where county lines
divide a body of water, the more
liberal county regulation shall
apply.
Rules and Regulations
Knox County
The season opens in Knox Coun
ty on April 1st in all waters nat
urally free of ice and all portions
of waters naturally free of ice.
The daily bag limit is 15 trout,
salmon, togue or bass in the ag
gregate from any or all of the
lakes, ponds, rivers, streams and
brooks, which shall not exceed a
weight of 7*4 pounds in the aggre
gate unless otherwise restricted
below.
No size or hag limits on white
perch.
Chickawaukie Lake, Rockland,
Rockport.
Tributaries closed to
taking of smelts.
Forest Lake, Friendship. Daily
limit 5 trout.
Iron Pond, Washington. Daily
limit 5 trout.
Lily Pond, Hope. Closed to all
fishing until April 1. 1956. there
after daily limit 5 trout. Use or
possession of live fish as bait pro
hibited.
Salt Pond, Cushing and Friend
ship. Daily limit 5 trout.
Making it unlawful for any per
son to fish in any manner, or at
any time, or to have in posses
sion at any time, any kind of fish
taken from the above-named wa
ters, except as may be provided
in these rules and regulations or
hy law.
Whoever violates any provision
of these rules and regulations shall
be subject to a penalty of not more
than $300.00 and costs or imprison
ment for not more than ninety
days, or both said fine and impris
onment.
Dated at Augusta. Maine, this
13th dav of June. A. D., 1965.
Roland H. Cobb,
Commissioner.
Inland Fisheries and Game.
76-77

istry under construction or on or
der. Dec. 31. 1954 averaged 27.500
deadweight tons, which was 5,000
tons greater than the average of
ships intended for the rest of tho
world.

HII.I.IAM BOOTH
FOUNDER

General

COLONEL RALPH T. MILLER
Provincial Commander

NORMAN S. MARSHALL
Commissioner Eastern Territory

BRIGADIER JOHN W. BAGGS
Divisional Officer

WILFRED KIT( RING

THE SALVATION ARMY
ADVISORY BOARD
Stuart C. Burgetts, Chairman
London C. Jackson. Tr» usurer
Wilbur F. Senter
Fred C. Black
7 MAIN
Jesse E. Bradstreet
Jerome C. Burrows
Lionel F. Jealous
James A. Moor<P. Willard Pease
John M. Pomeroy
John M. Richardson
Raphael S. Sherman
Joshua N. Southard
fieorge B. Wood
John IL Crockett
Frederick M. Newcomb
‘•hrlsty C. Adams
Louis A. Walker

INCORPORATED

LT. AND MRS. CARL C. BRUNGARD
Officer* In Charge
STREET
TEI.. 514
UO4KLA.M). MAINE

P. O. BOX 762

June 21. 1955
Dear Friend

BENDIX
DUOMATIC
Washes and completely dries
your clothes in a single unat
tended operation. Makes wash
day just a flick of the dials!
The sensational new Bendix
Duomatic is the world’s great
est work- and space-saving auto
matic home laundry. It’s only
36 inches wide—can be placed
in your kitchen, recreation
room, bathroom ... wherever

you want id

House-Sherman,
Inc.
442-444 MAIN STREET
KIRKLAND, MAINE
61-MB

nf

The Salvation Army:

We often ask ourselves "What can 1 do to make this a better community? ' As
an individual you can become a contributing member of a group that sponsors an
organization that specializes in meeting human needs regardless of color, race, or creed.

The Salvation Army has earned a warm place in the hearts of the people of the
Rockland area, hy the quiet, efficient manner in which thet perform their services,
without embarrassment to the recipient of their aid. I he services are many, varying
from aid to disaster victims, visiting the sick and imprisoned and their families,
sympathetically caring for unfortunate girls, offering family relief of food and
clothing, meeting the needs of the men and women in the armed services, or provid
ing food and shelter for transient individuals, and at all times ready to offer spiritual
advice wherever needed.
The Salvation Army is now starting its Annual Maintenance Drive to raise
S4.000.00 in order to carry on its work in our community.

The "Army" is appealing to you, one of many friends who have evidenced faith
in its work, to put this drive "o\er the top" and help them to accomplish their work
of helping others in this area.
Your gift may be sent to the Treasurer, using the enclosed card and envelope.
Please make checks payable to The Salvation Army.

May I personally—and earnestly—invite your generosity.
fully appreciated.

It will be most grate

The Salvation Army Needs YOVR Help.

A casualty nf the Wi'dnesday night storm was f’.te massive pine pie hl red in ruins on the property ot
Vernon Runquist in South Thomaston. The WI foot tree, nearly three feet in diameter at the ha.se, was
blasted apart and seattered over an area 50 feet square hy a bolt whieh struck at 12.to a. m. ThursdayMr. Kanqulst, pictured looking over the damage, said that the blast of lightning burned out his electrical
system, ruined the meter, his television set. refrigerator and electric clock. The tree stands about 75 feet
from the Runquist home, which Is about one mile front the 'Keag Village on the Spruce Head road. Run
quist, his wile and child were unhurt by the blast which awakened them. A rabbit In his hutch, a scant
15 feet from the base ot the tree, was unscathed despite the fact that heavy sections ot the shattered tree
(ell over his pea.

Photo by Cullen
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BETROTHAL ANNOUNCED

MARSHALL-PENDIETON NUPTIALS

MAXINE ORFF ENGAGED

Social Matters
William H

Mrs. M. J. Muller of Portland,

I

who was called here by the illness
' of her sister. Mrs. Jennie Guptill,

:
.

15 Hall Street

Elliott

is a patient at Knox Hospital.
----------

Albert Johnson of St. George has
returned home after being a sur-

gical

Maine

at the

patient

was the weekend guest of Mrs. Ray
Hoch of Glen Cove.

Gen-

--------

Miss Celia Crie went to Camp

eral Hospital, Portland.

Cedar Cove on Lake Cobbosscecon-

----------

Mrs. Cora Wilber, who has been

visiting her daughter. Mrs. Ernie
Johnson

tee at Litchfield. Maine, Tuesday

attend

to

week’s

the

pre-camp

returned to her home in

training session given by The Girl

Minneapolis, Minn . Thursday. On

Scout Council of Greater Portland,

her return, she was accompanied

who operate the camp.

by

be

Mrs.

Jill

daughter

Johnson,

This will

Miss Crie’s third summer on

and son Dane, who will visit rela-

the staff there, where she is em-

tives in Minneapolis for a month.

ployed as a counselor.

A

bridal

surprise

shower

Mrs.

was

given to Miss Judy Dugan by her

Cummings

Laura

enter-

tained recently at her cottage on

friends at the home of Mrs. Betty

Lermonds

Nute. 10 Broad street. Wednesday

Helen Hallowell. Assisting hostess

evening.

gifts

lovely

Many

were

received by Miss Dugan. A buffet

Mrs.

honoring

Pond

was Mrs. Jackie Candage.

Open-

ing of dainty gifts from a diaper

lunch was served by the hostesses,

shaped box was followed by a buf I |

Elizabeth Leland. Barbara Dupuis

fet

and Betty Nute. A bridal cake de-

Mrs. Shirley Jackson, Mrs. Estel-

corated with yellow and pink bells

la

topped by a bride and groom was

Mrs. Lucy Keep. Mrs. Helen Hahn,

Those invited

made by Mrs. Nute

lunch.

guests

Invited

Bitler.

Edith

Mrs.

Laurie Morey,

Mrs.

were. Judy Dugan. Esther Walsh.

Walker.

Irene Woodward. Ella Gross. Ella

Lucy Vinal.

Mrs. Sandra Heal and Mrs. Betty

Hallowell all from Rockland. Mrs.

Jennie

Dupuis,

Hazel Winslow, Miss Averie Eaton.

holm, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kusta

Warren High

Betty

Miss Jaynec Cummings and Miss

Ahlholm of North Warren.

And is now self employed.

Barbara
Walsh,

Florence Ka-

and

in

was

held

of

Ma-

honor

Bryant

the

at

home

of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin McMahon

Camden,

Island.

Clark

Cummings

Carole-Ann

mings.

---------shower

Marshall,

Davis.

Dot Guptill and Leona Demmons.

rion

Mrs. gagement of their daughter Maxine
Miss Lillian to Norman William Ahl-

Dolly

Burns.

bridal

Orff

Carolyn

land

A

55 and plans to study at Golden

Loring

Leland.

ier. Nancy Stone. Rosalie Halligan,

recently

aston High School in the Class of

Mrs.

and

Mr.

Harper,

Betty

Mary

Nute.

of

Thomaston arc announcing the en

Gayle

Withee.

Cash,

Mae

Miss Sonia Shirlene Curry

Miss Maxine

Elizabeth

Rogers.

Jones.

Uzzell photo

Mrs.

Lynn Wins:ow.

Collins. Florence Bickford. Evelyn

Mary

Miss

Rock

of

Miss Orff graduated from Thom-

Mr.

from

graduated

Ahlholm

Class of 52.

in the

A fall wedding is planned.

Others sending gifts were

Cummings. Mrs. Helen Brackett,
Mrs. Mary Eaton, and Mrs. Charles

Winslow.

Lucy McMahan.

ing were
Joy,

Roxanna

Joy.

Katherine

Nash.

opened

few weeks’

Fram-

Out

of

were

guests

state

Mrs.

ingham Center. Mass., guest of her

Ridgeley Hunt, president. Connec

former classmate, Valerie Coyne,

ticut Federation; Mrs. Earl Bourne

ing is to be of pink granite, erect-

Mass., Massachusetts

Curtis, Betty

in

vacation

vacation here,

Mrs.

tional organizaiton of 400.000 mem-' Bellrosc, L.

cis Jackson. Aldena Light, Lelia
Light. Lillian Roberts. Annabell

McMahon

Richard

elected regional di

R.

Mrs.

Rev. and

O.

Johnston

rector

the

of

National

Council

and their threp children are leav- State Garden Clubs, who brought

in«

word of greeting and offered some

for their vacation.
advice.
Mrs.
John
vUlt Mr. Johnston’s interesting
Parker, of Bath, state president,
relatives in Illinois and Iowa.
presided.
Many National Council
Club ’53 met at the home of Awards were presented to Maine
Monday

Those sending gifts but unable to They P’an
Myrtle Curtis. Norma

Ellena

Leona Williams,

Meserve,

Dyer.

Fredette and Effie

Marion

received many lovely gifts.

Hills of

Flora

Mrs.

Candage

Sidney

Hope Tuesday.

street,

7 Union

business

a

Rockland, had a birthday party for
her daughter Rose Marie Hills whj
was one year old. June 22. Guests

held concerning the

Mother.

Hill and

Flora

South

members had enjoyed a swimming
period,

included.

in

After many of the

members for outstanding work ac

over

complished

the

past

few

Rose

New

Dresses

dacron and sheers.

in

Sizes

7 to 22'-.. at The Mandarin Dr<*ss

Shop.

375

mount

(over

St.

Main

Restaurant!,

Para
76 It

citv.

Mrs.

Bentley,

Sidney

Candage,

benefit card

Hall Wednesday
p.

m.

and

a

Favors

June

and

pleasant

in

party

29

GAR

at 7.30

refreshments I

evening

are

in

store for all who attend. Reserva- •

tions

may

be

Mae Cross. Tel.

Marsh, 46-R.

made
503-R

with
and

Mrs.
Mrs

adv* •

Rockland

Mrs.

Ses

hostess.

The

election

of

Mrs. H. C. Kimball. Fort Fairfield

requests

Special

Dennison.

Wm.

Mrs.

secretary;

treasurer;

Bath,

Mrs. Donald Tozier. Augusta, re
cording secretary; Mrs. D. K. An

drew,

vice

first

Portland,

presi

were

port.

ture arc somewhat less spectacu
boosts in wages,

man. (now to be called “Director”)

operates at the

is Mrs. Victor White of Vinalhaven.

in 1953. but with 70,000 fewer em

Mrs. L. B. Ames and Mrs. San

ployees.

Big

The

join

the

IJrspitn
tradr

“up”

Mrs.

Katherine

to get,

shortly expecting

grocery.

simultaneously

remain

about the same.

These two factors together spcl’
prosperity and

higher

increasing

Mrs.

living standards for millions, even

Rev. Herman R.

though there are still some areas

Veazie.

Amy Tripp and

or are

Miss

Vivian

Vinal,

Vcazie.

unemployment

of

Winchcnbaugh.

and

technical

Mrs.

Arlene

has

Williams

re

trend toward hig’her wages

Th«
and

salaries comes in the midst

street, after being a surgical pa of corporate prosperity. Latest sur

tient at Knox Hospital.

vey of Standard & Poor’s Statisti
cal

The

Eveeutivc

of

Board

Chapter,

County

Knox

American

Red

Cross, will meet Tuesday June 23.

at 7 30 p. m. at Chapter headquar

ters.

reports of the Fund

Final

Drive will be given by

garet

Hood

Robbins,

Mrs.

Mar

campaign

treasurer.

socks,

for

blankets,

and other

sweaters,

woolen

articles

protects them from clothes moths

I and carpet beetles Tor as much as
a

year.

Mrs.

Maine Extension
. specialist,

Organization forecasts aggre

gate profits of American industrial
corporation#

15

says

Charlotte

Smith.

Service clothing
an

invisible

de-

1 posit of DDT is left on the woolens

MODEL 22CO5 21-ineh ( nmtnle «( j to protect them
until
they’re
a table-model price.
<on*idered wash’d again
TV’* greatest talne. New, improved
----“Slow Down And Live!”
21 tube rower-Tron ehaasis given
sparkling pie turps.

♦42 MAIN ST..

cent

The upward wage movement is
for millions of government work

ers.
gaining

collective
reflect,

agreements

bar
the

force of trade unions behind the

drive

Forthcoming re union of the

15.000.000

AFL and

CTO workers

means it will continue.

the

union

movpmmt since

the

The

from Congress

problem

ing

ct

the apex

pyramid

federal

the

right

that the labor

Congress felt

to he

necessary

it

generous to others.

Here is the developing record of

the congressional front:
Higher conupcnsation is going to

the armed services.

agreements

in

and

Mrs-

this j Pauley of Rockland,

High School

year, and was prominent in school
activities.

eral Bearings and Schwarz Man

Rockland High School and is now J

Mr. Marshall is the son of Mrs.

employed

the

by

New

Inc.,

ufacturing
Company,
from ; Poughkeepsie. N. Y.

graduated

Curry

Miss

and is now employed by the Fed

Rensford

No date has

set

been

H. C. Puchart and the late Albert
is a

in the Navy aboard the USS Goodrich

drews. Lee

Mr.

overnight.

remained

Mrs.

and

Herbert

Black

spent the weekend in Portsmouth,

attended

Bridal Shower

Honored Miss

er. Mrs. George Whittier.

Daphne Pendleton

en Hart. Mrs. Helen Sprague, Mrs.

Miss Daphne Pendleton,
ter of

Mrs.

was

given

Hattie Hart

by Mrs.

from

Portsmouth

Miss Linda Barrows was in Au

included:

Mrs.

G. A. R. HALL

Howard

gusta Sunday as a member of the

Port O’ Rockland Drum and Bugle

Simmons.

Corps.
Miss

guest of

Cook.

Miss

her aunt and uncle. Dr. and Mrs.

Sonja

Skoglund.

Lawrence Crane at Falmouth Fore-

Thomas. Miss Maxine Kallio, Miss

side.

Rosalie

7.80 P. M.
Price Me

PRIZES and

REFRESHMENTS

Miss Sandra Simmons,

Miss Barbara Sawyer Miss Jeanne
Trudy

Crane

is

Mrs. Frances Sherer has

com-

1 pleted a 10-da.v visit with her eou-

Mrs.

Ideila

Singer,
Miss

Miss

Lorraine

Leola

Kallio,

Miss

weekend

at

Boothbay

Harbor,

guest of her granddaughter.

Robert Roberts

Mrs.

also to meet her

new great grandson.

Robert Rob-

NADEAU’S INN

Judy

Stone, Tenants Harbor; Mrs. How

ItT. I — MAI ItOROKO

sin. Mrs. Pauline Goodwin of.Cum- ards Simmons. Jr,. Spruce Head,
berland Center.
i Mrs. Donald Pendleton, Thomas-

Alton Wineapaw spent the

NEW

Kallio.

Ruth Barlow,

Thomas-

ton;

Miss

ton;

Mrs. Neil Grover. Mrs. Ray-

mend

Mrs.

Ward.
Robert

Mrs
Hills

Robert
Mrs.

Dow,

Richard

Top Quality
Turkey, Steak, Chicken and
Seafood Specials at
Reasonable Prices.
< LOSFIf Tl KSDAVS

Antes. Mrs. John Thompson. Mrs.

George Mank. Mrs. Paul Bouchau,

ing a revised wage boost for the
500,000 Post Office workers.

The

Next come the

1.000.000

classi

House

Hot Weather Separates . . .
Take your suntans with a

automation

is

tending

in

wee bit

o'

plaid

some industries; at least in a tran

to halt job expan

sion.
The big chemical an,I oil itidus

tries

are

largely

. . . Black - watch we mean !

un unionized;

many parts of the South arc hos
tile to unions.
In Congress the
echoes of former “New Deal” leg
heard faintly.

Forward movement of wages is

another story.

Congress and the

unions arc spearheading this drive

Non-union

industries

collar groups

and

Best mixers in many a summer —
These natty, hatural, polished cot

white-

are following.

fied civil servants. Here again an
ultimate White

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE RINES CO., BANGOR

ton Suntan Pants and Skirts, and
dark Tartan Clan Plaid Shirts have

agreement

to an increase of from 6.6 to 7 per

a merry Highland Hing together.

cent is indicated.

Finally, the Senate Labor Com
mittee on June 3 voted four to on*-

to raise minimum

wage from 75

cents to $1 (instead of the 90 cents

originally

asked by

the admini-

Sleeveless Shirt

tration.) The $1 figure would raise
hourly

wage

levels

2,100.000

of

workers, now paid less than that

chiefly

in

lumbering,

th^

textile,

randy,

$3.98

clothing,

tobacco,

and

leather industries.

Bermuda Shorts

Upward hourly and weekly wage

rates are one of the big economic

$5.98

The results in the national pic-

Flared Skirt

The trend

MONEY FOR HOMES

$7.98

industries,

TO BUY-BUILD-IMPROVE-REPAIR

Pedal Pushers

Easy Monthly Payments

$5.98

negotiations

is upward.

In

mass-production

the wage increases reflect (1) the
of

vigorous demand

for output. (2). further gains in
productivity, and

<3) continuation

Mrs.

Wednesday, June 29

mass produc

Workers

Donald

Hart,

PUBLIC PARTY

Simmons. Jr., Mrs. Floyd Conant.
Mrs. Lillian Davis, Mrs.
Ralph I

Mrs

Mrs.

Hattie

Edith McMahon.

Tuesday evening.
Guests

High School.

Mrs.

and

of her mother on Maverick street,

Crowell

Elliott.

guest of honor at a bridal shower

graduation of the grandson. Gar
land

Elizabeth Brewster,

daugh

Virginia Green,

Foster, Miss Hel

Mrs. Pauline

Mrs. Edith McMahon at the home

where they

Mrs.

Mrs. Ella Cream

Marion Leach,

the

H..

Kenniston,

Florence

Mrs.

of which the pending Ford-United
Automobile

the

for

wedding.

England

force is expanding

tion industries arc now being made

are the most dramatic.

of

is

at around J.000.000 a year, and so-

islation are

After a veto, Congress is pass

for the unions

developments of the time.

The big 1955 collective bargain

of relatively high after-tax profits
of many corporations.
f
When Congress granted itself a
50 per cent salary increase it also

TEL 7211

RfK’KI^ND, MAINE

per

stimulated by congressional action

maintenance

CROSLEY
<
RANGES
♦
HOUSE - SHERMAN INC. ?

20

to

higher in 1955 than in 1954.

Simultaneously,

Using E% 53 in the wash or rinse

waiters

escalator
pownr,

iD

its demands

rate will be around 8.1 per cent.

distress.

turned to her home on North Main

wage

war has got comparatively few of

Having been generous to itself.

higher wages. Prices at the corner

Curry, to Jack Pauley.
Mr-

°f

graduate! son

He has

schools.

years in the Army

served three

Steel

trations

sitional period

Esther

United

workers Union is getting ready to

stat.ionary.

Mrs. Grace Tolman, Mrs.

same rate it did

ford Delano had charge of regis

A steady, gradual upward move-' started a chain reaction of general

Millions f»f workers are getting,

St. George

a

erts, Jr., born June 11.

Mrs. Walter Buzzell of
For example, productivity of the
Boothbay Harbor, 2nd vice presi average steel worker has soared
dent.
The new Regional chair to a point where, the industry now

UPWARD TREND IN WAGES

Mrs. Georgia Raekliffe, Mrs. Ethel

Cates,

minor layoffs due

hours or even

to greater productivity.

railed

Evelyn

because

in some indust

ries, are accompanied by shorter

ing American economy. It cornea down through the millions of govwhen living costs are remaining I ernment workers.

Mrs.

appear

might

lar than

held at Grace Chapter in Thomas

Davis.

Sunday of his

guests

advances running from

Mrs. Helen Bean,

Bernard Andrews

and sons. Lee and Craig of Rock

of

Perry. Mrs. Florencia Roach. Mrs.

his

Bruce King were

Mr. and Mrs.

ment of wages is one of the ma-

Golden Munro,

visiting

in Lewiston Sunday.

jor factors in the current develop-

Camilla Donlan. Mrs. Clara Watts,

of

Marshall was

and New York

Sonia

dent and

SPELLS NEW INFLATION

ton on Wednesday included: Mrs.

Falmouth

movrniPiit

num

Star

Eastern

the

ended with

corresponding

on.

of

been

h*s

bers who attended the school of in

Graves.

AUTO SUPPLY

arrangements.

and

Federation, making the total num

later

Crane

struction for District 11. which was

beth

11 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL ISIS
Il-S-tf

consider their use both as to horti

ber of Garden Clubs now 69. with

nel

Rush worth

Mr. and Mrs.

Mrs.

and

brother and wife,

Williajn Chester at

nedy Crane. Jr.

Isle, as president for two years;

Smith.

Mi. and Mrs.

nuals as a club project, and urged

new clubs were admitted into the

guest,

of Mrs. Miller’s

Y.. are guests

flower show schedule chairmen to

bar.-

Irving

N.

Foreside

annual

to be devoted in some other chan

I -

Joseph Miller of

uncle and aunt. Mr. and Mrs. Ken

Mrs. M. S. Blackwell, of Presque

Mrs. Mildred Aehorn. Mrs. Eliza

McLOON HOME &

of

sions

n»'Xt meeting will be July 5 with

Mrs. Velma Marsh is chairman

formerly

Johnson,

bert Waldron.
Mr. and Mrs.

spoke in regard to raising of an

culture

Mrs.

daughter.

their

brother of the bridegroom.

N.

Rockland, now state horticulturist,

Four

Miss Carol Clarke in Thomaston

of a

Edward

their

Shady Oakes.

are of a voluntary nature.

bons to individual members.

Herbert Wood. Mrs. William Stam
baugh.

43 state

years, and Green and White Rib

'lu,’‘ which will be held on June 28
at Yorkie’s.
Members will mcc*.

Harriet

in

contributions

was

Marie;

arrived:

Just
cotton,

all

meeting

a membership of over 3800.
grandpar i at the home of Mrs. David Giles on
Flower Judging School will be
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wooster, Broadway at 6.15 p. m.. It was de| eided to keep a scrapbook of all conducted at Orono, Sept. 7. 8 and
Hazel Wooster. Mary Wooster, Don
9. The first course will be started,
na Wooster, Cynthia Wooster, Wal weddings, births, boys in the serv
ice, etc. Those present were: Miss as well as several more advanced
ter Wooster.
Johnny
Wooster,
An entirely new set of
Burns. Miss Carol Clarke, courses.
George Wooster. Nick A., David Judy
By-Laws and a new Constitution
Miss
Pat
Griffith.
Miss
Barbara
Linscott, Jake Economy and Peewas adopted. The former legisla
Kaler, MissMarianne Pellicani.
wce Hockings. Refreshments were
Mrs.
AlbertLank. Mrs.
Richard tive fund was voted to be put into
served. She receivd many gifts.
McLennan. Mrs. David Giles, Mrs. a separate account for the present,

daughter

in 10.000 clubs,

hers

federations, and

guests ol

"'ere recent

cr

aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Her

od at a cost of $300,000.
The
Council is a non-profit, cduca-

Conn., newly

' ment of
Providence, I
Shirleene

East

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur An

Misses Nancy and Marilyn Sher-

State Garden Club President and

Stamford.

of

Goudreau per-1 graduate of East Providence High

W.

GLEN COVE

of Foxboro,

Keever,

Bernard's

St.

Tile couple were attended by Judy
Stone of port Clyde and Ralph

who will accompany her upon her

Herbert

at

Marshall

! Marshall of Providence. He

return home and spend a few weeks

abeth Jones, Muriel Ralph, Fran

attend were

land for this purpose was present gratis to the National Council of

Bernice

Nancy

and

at

Mr. and Mrs. John I. Curry of, Telephone Company in Rockland.
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